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ARM' RRADING A C REHENSIVE ANN

ntroduction

In, recept year tention in 1 acting research has shifted

ably from the cause, of failure to the causes for success,

Goodman and Frank Smith,,among others, have nstrated the
A ---11

substantial benefits to be derived from the attempt to harecterize
- ,-

the strategies of the mature reader. Work of this typ has led, to

great inpight into the psychoie y of readin and has.provided a

basis for sound pedagogical decisiona.

But dharagterizAng the Mature reader illuminat

of the picture of success in reading. Reading a developmental

process; and in order to understand more completely the,notion of
e ,

competence in reading, is n cesdary to examine the phenomenon o

success at various points along the continuum.. Thus, determining
_

the beginning reader:and the 'develoPing'.reader make meaning

A
fromtext'is every bit as important he the corresponding research

with mature readers.

Baader

this regard Margaret Cla-

has again brought to the forefront the benefits'o

publication Young Fluent

tudying:

ending ,eariy readers, these children Who learn

school Such" children find, 'learning to.read:relatively easy-and

read prior

carry ou

reasons

into

the task fluently. By examin

their success, we

their atrategida and the

and to gain censiddrable insight

promsthat ah ing _behaviour--.

A



Over the years a Sizeable

davoloped, Ihis-oceasienai, paper- is an att pc to compile a

c prehensive bibliography'on the topid Of course, the term pally

rending has bein used in a variety of Ways; many'writers apply i.

to children's init ,period of learning t

early reading is, essentially, beginning

In this sense

BowaV for

purposes of thie bibliography e rly'readina defined in a more

specific canner; that in, as reading prior "to 1the time a e'.hild be4ind

tending the institution known a hool. Thb intent

m reading to ad but _

issue of reading

good d ea l of attentio
If

n the American'kind4rgarten lwhich

tradition of b4ihg considered an informal uction to schooling)

Also, there is necessarily some overl p with oth topics% notably
,

readiness. But these,other areas ar on Idered only

they apply

I have atteMpted to bring together references from a V

early reading.

y of

sources, journals books, confereye proceeding ERIC, dissertation
.

theses andothers. -- and from a variety of counries in order to'make
6

the information generally more accessible. 'Of course, use, of the tetmr---.

"eo prehetisive is ratherbold,and by no means completely Justified.

By the time thispiper;is in print there will be new

doubtI have missed, others.because.they could nit Ue obtaine

requests

simply' beca

r

unpubltshect _ obscure papers hive'gone unanaver

I have jo d_ covered them ahexeview of ib

- _

is never complete, it e However,,comprehenstVe represent

_ s: been retincd ih,'spirit of this endeavour; a

the title.

ehus the to

-There-is no real_attempt

Thus, the bad studies are presented in the same hner-as the 'good;



sound, care full u positions e theori es occur with the

fal a ill thou ht.thiough. Of courea,:imo -o Amaaine-truly
0,

a passive c such a task, the read olt will; ut oubtedly
--

discern tett notes of on and dfadain in the annotations

port hose whoould I see this critical previa' taken a stop
/

furthet Y,Reading: A Selected Annotated Biblpsraphy"

..--
(Teals 1979);. !n' that bibliography there ie attempt

to diecrimifta ong the publications and retain primarily those
a 1

laved ,to be most worthwhike:'..(Of course`,' influential end

walknoirn publications -- even if they bad and the papers

ch t p anent a facet of early readi _which virtually no

work' has been cofiducted'have alio been there

A final note' on the annotations which appear telo I

endeavoured o A f pernona Yi

//
in IMMO cases thin not posy b because of one or another of a

virtual mylled.of reasons. Where 1 wan unable to obtain aid annotate

a,referen a, one Of.three thing. has been done: (1) an annotation
,-.'

from n existing bibliography Mid, Dissertettion trao
,

as been-used as the basis for-the annotatiop4h

(2) A coMposit annotation has been put-Fiegether from deacriptio
. ....... .- /

pplIed Alryar ous authors irc-70atioue imp-roes (needless

otat ohn.need_to be yieWed' with4 -good deal ofca'ut or,

. ,,I, . : -v....

the'. r e is not;ennotalea u appearsin'th bibliography at
. .

the paper.
. -

the end` oft he'paper. 11.0se types of anno cis are
,,

_
marked' ith the following 8: t represen , an annotation.

4aken,,from an existing biblio- phy; represon 2), a composite

t4

cf on; and Y indicates a citation for 'wh no annotation appears.,
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T. A prop°
tad at the

August,

d`invastigation of preschool -bill
ourth Internationsl COOSTWIS of App
1975.

This pep rr outlines the rationale and eieetable for a longitudinal
study which would evaluate hypothesis that Spanish-doeinant
Meeican-Acerican childgen can learn to read Spanish and understand
English between the ages of two and four and thenlearn to read
English bdtwean the ages of four and slit, thus entering school with
readiness at least equal to that of the monolingual English Speaking'
child.- The programme was planned to be conducted in the hoses of
the children (Austin, Texas area) by parents and visiting bilingual
teachers, aides and volunteers. The method for teachini reading in
both languages. is essentielly that advocated by Doman (1964).

ANDERSSON, T. Siliterecy, or the bilingual child's right to reed.
Ths-irournai of the Aucfiniation oft i-theisSi19

1. 54-62.

Anderson argues that a no sh'speaking child in an En p ak-
ing society has the right to lrarfn to read in his/her mother torn
in:irLal17 and subesquently can ldarn to reed English by transfer
his /her learning habits to the acquisition of literacy in En g1

This arguerit is then:applied specifically to young (preschool) a
ran. The author cites anecdotal, pseudo - scientific and scientific
sources in an attempt to establish the idea that the young child ham
great capacity for language acquisition and thus early childhood is
the best time to attempt to capitalize upon this learning potential.
Anderson maintains that preschool bilinguaT childien should be taught
to read in two languages and that they should be taught in a manner
similar to that described by Doman (1964) and adarbergh (1971).

k _

SON, T. ne-hilingual Child rig hit -to reAC: P4orptown ativersity
era on Language andLi et * Number 12, 1976, 63-72.

Again much the soma content as ' Biliteracy, or the Bilingual Child's

Right to Read'. and Thce Bilingual Child's Right to Read' white
Andersson cites the work of such people as Jana Torrey, Burton White,
Glenn Doman and Ragnhild Soderbergh in support of his idea that young
children should be taught to read and that Mexican-American children
should become biliterate in early childhood. A brief outline of his

-,Preschool Biliteracy Project is included. (See his 'A Proposed
.Investigation of Preschool Biliteracy' above for more Weils on this
Projact.)

ON T. 'A preschool bil.iteracy project, Georgetown Nive
on Languogee and Linguietica, Number 13, 1976, 1-7.

This paper essentially replicates the rationale of Andersson' 1975
-1A-Proponed-Tnvestigation of Preschool-Biliteracy' and then-goes on
to include new information about the results of the first few
Months of the project. There were at that time eighteen children
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Artley esteblinhen by'revieving research that noses children nhouid

be taught to read in kindergerten. Tisen he 4aminee theinature and

results of the followink kindergarten programme which include

reading: endfor prereading instruction In their curricule: the Denver_

Study (Breeinski, 1964 a,b), Sutton (1965, 1969)0 Georgiady et. al.

(1965), Durkin (1964 a). He concludes that kihdergarten has a

definite role to play in promoting reading,

BAf Cl, W.

1961,

idren c

20-122.

The author found _that_.
nchools were reading a

'first grade.

WK. I.1.. A ion
Prima ceding
forma , evaluation.
of Pittsburgh, 1973.

n\kinderge Sehoot Man

n_ the Carle Place, York
grnde 'three' level by the time r he reached

tudy

Unpubi

reedit:a ac a Pato of
kindergarten: A oummatiVe egad

hed doctoral dissertation, University

This study wan conducted for the :five aCti'Cof ycdrn 1967-68 through

1971-72 using the total kindergarten popUlation of one school. each

year some 'of the kindergarten children received a formal, decoding,

ructured approach to reading', and the jemainder-ol the children--

received no rending instruction. The main ehestion of the study WAS:

do those children with kindergarten reading instruction achieve

better at the end of grades.one,two, three, four and five than

those who did not receive reading instruction In kindergarten?

(Homogeneity of children's IQ's yeas maintaned.) Rending achievement

vas measured using the,Stapford Achievement Test Results obeyed

hit-t-fer- there- -were statistically-significant-differences,
(from 1 to 2+ stanines) favouring those who received reading instruc-

tion. Analysis of covariance (with IQ covaried) aloe sesulted in

statistically significant superiority for the kinder reading
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reading that
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Chapter 7 of this book ie titled "Should u teach your preschooler
to reed?" in an es acdotal, chatt fsehion neck reviews the pro
and con's of earl) reading and di cuaaaa varioue ralearchiprograme
in the erase (e.g. O.K. Moore -at Durkin Dosan)i She also

tr -tom. zationaleiTathad *Nun eameltially phonic& ortaatad
c strip feature designed to teeth reading to young children

which ran in the Chicer Tribune for thirteen weeks during 1964.
Scattered mil:tatty throughout the chapter are letters from this and
that parent coementine upon and atteeting to the author's method for
teaching preschoolers to read. Generally it can be said that Sack
advocates teaching-preschool children to read if the parents want
to and if both the .and-parsTIts -eh. child enjoy it. She maintains
that there should be no

,

pressure and that phonics method, are bette
than sight word (whole-mord) *Woods. Also she states that regardle
of the method or motivation for teaching a preschooler to toad, me
people who attempt the task in any =tolerant Way ate generally
successful.

Y, M.M. A note on teaching
robbing- o -avaluation--Naw d

1968, 171.174.

The progress of one th ree- y d child who receiving reading
inetructiolL rots his mother vas compared with twenty five-pier-old
children of 'toiler intelligence who were race ne group instruct-
ion in school. The authors concentrate in this paper on the method-
ological problems concerned with early reading. The reading programa
being used for the throe- year -old was similar to that advocated by
Damn (1964), and tome of Down's claim about the method were
inveatiset d._

:)The child this study did make progress comparable to that made
by the five year-olds in the simple. However, cantraTY to Doman.
proposition. that it is easier to teach a young child to read, the
authors found that "it vai nod really east to teach a three -year-
old to read" (p.172). 'ha. authors recommend that in future research
in early reading the following factors be incorporated or investigated:
(1) The value of intensive versus more relaxed, long-term contact
programme, (2) The rate of lo is when instruction is discontinued,
(3) daterminetym of the levels (tieffluntici-vord. -letter) 012 which
young children are able to learn about languages, (4) The impact of
school instruction on children who have had various types of preschool
program's.
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D. Coentti,ve dove opnont in early readers.
Po chottvg. 1973. 9. 271-280.

The authors present 4 brief praliainsty tepOtt of e

itudinal 40 snent.of 16 watched pairs of five-year-o
non-readere. The subjacts vete given a battery of percep
cognitive and persona-lily tests. 'UAW/ill iltiftlift*d that a
were significantly superior to non-roadars only on Plagetien concrete
operational tasks. Briggs and Elkia4 conclude that learning to reed

English is facilitated, by poeittosion of concrete operations. Other
findings ware that mother. of early readers hge store education than

morhtre of non-resdare and that (ethers ,of early readers reed co

their children pate often than fathereof control children.
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mental group receive reading instrUction in kindergarten
formal program, 20 mi ute per day, heavily phonics based; se

-P. McKee'and-M.L. Harr on, Program in Skills Basic to Beginiung

'Reading (1960) for an dication of the nature of the approach

The control group consis d of 2000 children alio, and they

received the "regUlar pr dm" (no deacription given; the reader

Denver Public.,5chool curriculum guides). The study

continua in grade one where\half the experimental gronp received
an "adjusted program" and half theeregular program". The maid

variable was the time of initial instruction in reading (kinder en

versus first grade). The hypotheies were that the experimental

group would read better and havehetter attitudes toward reading

and that th experimental group getting the adjusted . grade one

iZogram would continue to be superior in reading and genitalschoo
achievement.-Results confirmed:the hypotheses: (1) The time of
introduction, to beginning reading had, a significant effect orb
achievement in kinddigarten and-ai the end of grade one and(2)
Thehest reading achievement occurro0 when adjuitients were made
in the first grade program which took into account th'e achievement

in kindergarten. (See Mood (1967) for an critique of'this study%)

BRZEINSKI, J.E. Early introduction to reading. Figurel (ed.):

Reading and ingyiry, Newark, Delaware: International Reading

Association,, 1965.. Pp.443-446.

This article reviews tie research of O.K. Moore, Dolores Durkin
and 'others`, along with:,the Denver project resuits,--allofmw.hi

indicate that early in/ruction has beneficial effects in terms of

subsequent performance in reading, The'author also outlines rife

procedures of highly I ruCtured, heavily phonicsbased.early reading
curriculum (similar tthat used in the Denver project) meant for
teachers and parents.(-

C
011ila et. al. (

ings from the Tr
(.2nd) Vitoria,

EINSICEJ.E. HO
Reading Teacher,

'Ilie'authorivmainta
study) sho4e' clear
They.argue that th
should' be donee A
and compilation of
designing future r

readingEarly r
5, 239-242.

n that research on early reading (the Dinver
y that,reading can be taught to young children.
focus-of research must now shift to low teaching

co- ordinated effort in which a critical analysis'
existing research'data and a planned program fpr
earth in early reading are called for.

reading from a biological perspective. In L. O.

As.) Learning to read; reading to learn: Proceed
nemowntaineFar Peet.Regional Reading Conferences
British COlUmbia, 1473. Pp. 11-27.

The author argues that educptors and psychologists have obscured the

idea of the possibility-Of early readers bedause of attempts to
define intelligence in a general way.. He<maintains that humans have

special capacitids that do not depdhd upon the processes of generaf

maturation for:their initiation, and development (e.g. language
development )and that early reading is one, f these special capacities.



Callaway attests to account for his child' ,reading "breakthrough"
at 2;8. osits that the reason could not have been general
intelligence because the child would have had to have an IQ of.200
(spurious logic used here) and dismisses environmental factord
not being able to account for such aCceleration. He concludes
(using ethological evidence from biological studies) that specific

.

genetic informatioqyie what facilitates early reading and that
biologicalirderermitted-skill-is- dependent-wow Inpur`from "envirce
meat at certain critical periods. This article is very-reminiscent
of Chomsky's ideas of a Language Acquisition Device (in-this case
applied to-readiAg).

CHRISTIAN, C. Preschool.bilitera y: Preschool literacy in Spa
Hieponia, "1977 60, '530-532.

Thia-a4cle is a 'chatty' case study about the'suthoep two
children (one boy, one girl) who began reading in Spanish at about

11

atwo yea old and upon enteri4g kindergarten learned.quickly to read
'English although they had spoken the language only minimally before.
entgri school. There' is not a great deal of attention to method
of learning/teao ng in the -articlei.but Chrietian is associated
with Andereson see above) and, thus with Doman 's (1964) ideas on
early aiding.

Like the work of,DoloresiDurkin,:CIArk's.book represents.a major,
Comp ehensivestudy'of.early'reading.:.Clarksbeervid over:a0eriod
ofl :r0:32:obildren who were reading fluently and with understand
Amg hen they,Startedfithool..at eround five yeare of'age." She'
focused -especially on-thereadere IQ, langnagnabilitiea,.auditory.
disc imination,.preschool expetiences.and home.backgtound.-.No...control.

rout was included in this study, but Clark does compare and contrast.
-:the,earlyreaders with--nongarlY -readers-who-underwent-similar-assess ----

went in her Study reported ill Reading Difficulties-1n Schools.
\ .

Results showed that as a' group the 32 readers were above average
in intelligence; individuals ranged in intelligence fram average to
superior. The,early readers' strengths tended to be in the verbal
rath r than the non-verbal aspects of the tests.' The subjects came
from a wide range of home backgrounds and family sizes; their parents
had variety. of levels of education. One_factor coon to the home
,backgrounds was that the parents found their families stimulating
and torbing and., that most pf the'children had "an interested adult
who t ked to and listened to them" (p.102) at a stage wheh they
were intereeted.inreading. These adults,read to the children,
answered their questions about reeding and were generally engaged
in converiation with the children. The most common characterist ca
parente\notei in regard to early readers were poWere Of consent =at
ion and\a'self-sufficiency which meant that they were content
'be on'their own. Few parents-had consciously attempted to tech
their children to read. Clark also found that the local libr ries
played an important role in providing °materials for'theed e rly
readers. For, some of the early readers the initial inters t in
reading was connected withprintin,the immediate environmen

/



.
including n television) rather than specifically in books.

Follow-up ,port- 'from schools indicated that thfse fluent reader

continue o show
,

impr achievement in the language arts.

Clark c ncludes that her findings are similar to and amplify those

of Du (1966), King & Friesen .(1972), Kripp'ner (1963) and

Torre (1969). She also maintains that the role of the library was

. a stiiking feature of her study and that there is a need to-find Lmore

"7,,zari -of -developIng- links between the library and community to, --

pr_-mote early reading.' Clark also cite the importanceof'frequeAt
ding and rereading or-familiar t its in helping these early

litia

eikbleaders become 'sensitized' fo writt language and giving6them

a means of understanding what the 'act f reading is 111 about. She

emphasizes that although the progress of the 32 subjects was

dependent upon particular characteristics of each child, the inter-

acting of thelchild with the encouragement, stimulation and accept-

ing interest of an adult was of crucial importanci.

COHAN., M.,- Two and a .half and reading. Element h 1962,

.181-183.

.
This article reports on a.two-and'a half-yeir-old girl's, learning'.

to identify 40 words in a 20 day period. Emphasized are the facts..

that)hewords-caMe from the child, herself and that.the mother_.

played games with words, all the while praising the child's correct

responses:. An attempt was madeto get the child to read sentences

also, butno progress. was made as the child's interest had waned

almost. completely.....

DAVIDSON, M.P. An experimental study of bright, averagef and dull

children at the four year'mental level. Genetic. Psychology Mono-

graphe, 1931, 9, 119-289.

This study investigated the clue tions.(1) To:what extent can child-,

ren with a mental age of four learn to read and (2) Will bright,

-1-----averagei_and_du11-chilclren=of_anlitt_of_four4earti-to-reaCeq4ally_
well under:the same' experimental conditione-Thirte4A white
American native English speakers aged 3;0 to 5;5 received 80 days

of reading, instruction (approximately:10 minutes per day).-The

Instructional program'is explained in great detail in the article.

Basically it-was a. whole Word-sentenee'method& No Phonies were,

taught. Resultd'indicated that at least some ,children of-an MA of

4 can learn to read and 'that there ias a great superiority of the

tright.group with the averagegreup slightly.duperior.to the dull.

The author emphasizes, however, the large individual differendes

within each group:. The two most successful readers ln the program

were reading equivalent to an end, of grade one level.

DOMAN, G. How to teach your baby to redid: The gentle revolution; view

York: Random House`amie 1964.

Using suapkcious logic and largely paeudo-scientific e4idence, Doman

argues hatit is possible to increase children's learning 1_y

and that children sheuld learn to read between the ages of one an-

five,. He maintains that the older the child gets, the harder it is



to teach him/her to read; The bulk of the.book descri es.Doman'a

Method for teaching prischorgks to read. The basic me hodology is
'whole-word',` and the basic spirit of the program is that the introd-

uction itself must always be approached "joyously".

Nok

DURKIN, D.Atudy of children who le d to read prior to

-,grade.--C4 Worm:a-Journal of Edia,ationat Ragoax h 1959,

109-113.

Durkin reports on the first year of her California Study of 49 early
readers. The results and conclusions' are suu Sri d below in Durkin.

(1966).

# r

DURKIN,"D. Children who learned to. read at home. El OM

a961, 62, 1418.

This4rticle reports on the first two years of Durkin'eCalifornia
study, of 49 early readers. For a complete summary see Durkirt (1966)-.

o

DURKIN, D. Children, who read before grade one. The Reading Teaoher,

1961,'.14, 163-166.

Durkin.briefly outlines the results of the first year of her
California study and proposes thresinemerging hypothesis": (1)

Intelligence tests are seriously in'adequate for identifying .'what'it

takes' to learn to read. (2) Particular personality characteristics
are important to learning to read, (3) A child's perception Of what

it means to, read affects his/her attitude toward and achieFement

in reading.

DURKIN,. In' An earlier ading? Elementary School Journc

1962,-'63, 147-151.

Durkin uses data from the first three years of her'Caiifotyiaii-

study to determine if an earlier start in rea4inkiebenef4iaL.
She concludea'that children do profit from an eatlier*start.and that

the lower the child's intelligence, the greater seems to'be-the
advantage of starting early. (See. Durkin, 1966 for more details on

this study.)

D-- KIN, 'D. Children who read before grade 1: A second- study. Element-

ary School JOUrnai,,1963, 64, 1/t37148.

This .

article is a report of the firpt-year findings of Durkiee
New York'atudy of 30RaAy readers. templet results and conclusions

are summarized bel wkienrkin (1966)

DURKIN, D. Should the. ye
1963, 52, 20724.

young be taught to read? 46 Joi.4nai

gt .4-

The author cites Sputnik, The Asoceee of Education,

Montessori education and tier. own California and New York stud
as primary reasons for the current (1963) focus on pre-first grade

reading instruction. Durkin, argues that kindergarten programs
should prbvide all,children with the opportunities to Start ledsu-.



to read. each,:child reende to the opportunitee, she
ins, will indicate 'readiness r lack of it. She goes on

to suggest wayCin which informal qp-portu4ities for. reading.
ht be preyided in thelk:tearoom. For those few children who

show special interest an ability in reading, Durkin says that
more systematic instruction could be provided.

i

A fifth mir report on the achievement of early readers
tary Scheu4 Journal, 1964, 65,. 76-80.

This article sOmmarizee findings from thcfirst,five'years of
the authOs California study'of 49 early readers. A complete
summary of Salese. data and conclusions are presented below in,
Durkin .(1966).

DURKIN, D. Children who'read before first grade. In W.G. Cutts (ed.
Teaching young-children to read. Proceedings of a Conference,
November 14-16, 1962, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing.
Office, 1964. Pp. 78-84.

:Inrthia article Durkin reviews the.findingsoE her California
study and examines especially the comparison of the 49 early reade__
with 201 children in a Control group in an'attempt to determine if
an early-start in reading helps. The results from this study are
summarized in Durkin,(1966) belOw.

DURKIN, D. Early readers -- Refle- onspf
The Reading Teacher, 1964, 1 3-7.,

Durkin comments upon some of the accidental and incidental things
she noticed and learned from 1959Ito 1964 in her California and
New York studies df early readers. She notes that in 1964 the
attitude toward teaching children to riad early was generally more
positive than it had been in the late 1950's. But she points to
ehe-degree-df-a-ibandWagbil-effect and stresaii-that thelecision
to teach reading in a kindergarten situation should be based upon
the individuals, not on everyone or n© one policy. Durkin also
points out'that over half of the preschool readers in her studies
were interested in writing before they showed any interest in
"iiading. She recommends that. early instruction in reading stress
writing as well. Finally Durkin mentions that the children were not
necessarily interested in reading or writing every day. Thus, she
suggests a good deal fo flexibility and informality'when :Jerking
with young children so that their interests will be tapped and their
attitudes will remain positive.

DURKIN, D.
1966.

y. New York: Teachers College Press,

Described in thin volume.ere Durkin'o two,major studies of early
readers, the California Study and the New York City Study. Ye;
each of the studies-Durkin defined no early readers beginning

14
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grade :one childree'whoN(1) y at ords from
a list of 37',.X41 obtained a aw store- ofritAe a stand-

ardized readih:test.and (3) had not ipceived drool. instruction

in reading. She reports informationrabOnt the intelligence.
. reading achievement,' family beckgroUnds, preaChool expe(rience and

anal .characteris tics _of _the parly_rea de ,ad tiss -I he
presents case studies .of. 5 early read&efrom the. California study
and 6 from the- New York etudY. The'scope arld-JmajOrconclusiein
of the studies are summarized here.

The Oakland, California Study : Durkin identified 49 early readers
from a;p4ulation of 5,103 children and atulied them for a period
pf years. The IQ's df the rbe:readers,ranged,from 91 -to161,
with a mediail of 121. The medians and ranges of reading achieve
ment for the subjects in eachof the aix,yearoof the study are
as follows:

5

6

Median

3.7 2.3 5.6

4.9 3. - 8.9

5.3, 4 4 - 10.6

6.7

7.6

9.0

48.

5.0.- 1

5.2 -

Durkin also compared at yearn 3. 1 5 and 6 the earlyNreadera
achievement with that of a control group of'201equally intelligent
classmates wild had the same teachers but who were no early readers:
.For years 3 and 5 the achievement.for the early rears

all,

significantly higher. For year 6 the-early re derS . achl.evemetit

continued to.be higher, hut not significantly' 4b:.

Durkin'interviewed tMe familiee of the 49 earlyLreader and the,____
early readers themselves in, an attempt to get informationAbout 7

(1) family background, (2) the early reader him/heraiWand.(3)'the
early.reader's readingdability.' Major findings from the inter -
views were that ;he early readers came from A wide range of-spCio-.
economic backgrounds, that all of the 49 children were read to.at
home, that being read to was an especiallY important source of
interest in reading development,,that the mother arid.older siblings
were the 'most important others' who influenced the early, Teaderij',
reading abilities, that 38 of the 49 families didmot.deliberhtely

7-- diset out to teach their children to read, that-ear1y,rea re tended
to have available an abundance of reading material,: that many of
the ear* readers were characterized AB 'pencil aid. paper kids' and
that for many of these children an interest in'writing preeeded and

. .

led to an interest ceding.

1111
Tho Now York City yr: Thin study was conducted for three yeare
and explicitly act out to compare early readers with Aon- early
readers on all dimensions inveatigated'in the California Study.
Durkirvidentified 156 early readera from the New York City Schoalo
and monitored their reading achievement for a three year period..



She randomly selected 30 o 15e 6 :

intelligence with .non-e.n4Y real

,studieg in Mare_ detail pan thL 1.50
elusions spout factdis that are-e

(*tering presdhool children.

cf.matc

Theie4'60 a 9c were
, ,

purpoee of drawing
[ally'' significant in

Childrdn,.

The 156 ea Ly. readers, r ged .in IQ from. 82 to 170

(The group of 60 childr n was- comparable an ICV

6 IS rases'
are as follotis:

End

1

achievement tA Fhe 156

Me-dian

3.7 2.3 - 7.2.

3.0 - 8:7

6.1 3:4 - 11%2,

All :other results sumMariid h involve the .30 early readers

and 36 non-early readers. With reepect to idading:achievemini'

Durkin found that the 30 early readers' were significantly higher

for all three ears of the atudy, though the differeneea, -did get

V'

smaller across

:
the yeara.

From i ntervi. s she receiv ed results alder to those o btainedldn

the.California Study, There were seMe d anerances:d. edditional
'

.

points, however, In _this study the MOthl alone wad the:person

who most influenced ',the earlyiireaderia reading. The early readers

were.:deacrOed its intelligent, curious And .ptrsistent..-176r the most
part help with; reading was giVen-ae aresponse to the childf

qUedtions. . --

For the comparisons:of the earlyearly.re,sd ra 144 th the .non- early readers

'Durkin found, amoogother- things,:that more early readers were

read to at .home, more early readers.: liked to play alone and were.

desCriped as bekng edept;.kat more-mothere of

early readers read tiloi=e often ,than"the;everage adult and more
`parents of 'early readers _gave -preschool -help With word- related

activities. -4

-rOverati-Conoluaiove-from-ba'a-StUdies;--Thg.mit_ r_coriclwalovvvigce___,
Durkin drawn from the'''fiPalilga Of the California and New York.City

Studies are the folldwinvi

(1) 'Early readers as :greup maln n their lead in reading-_

Achievement over non-earay readers Of the'eame Mental age.

An early °tart inreading does no -academic, Rhysfcd1 or

social injury, to elhildu. In :; fact, an early- start 'has

benefits iii readin' efOevement. Furthermore, th --value of

an early' start 1e specially great_ for .children low IQ.

The personal charaCterist en of
readers are very :

.Theilkfamikies; qh 01;0 other =hand, are quite' differepto The,-
_

pimento ; of earlY readerei a greater. willingniaa tb help,

with readin0 they reaPend to:' the children's igdeatioee eboU'
,

words -and reading.'

ly.readera d non-early

4



sders learned to read by whir would be
.

ed as.a languagesarta program. Scribbling:
Writing were important in the early readere
brad ..,Being read to created for the el

seen irMeree4 in reading and led to questions

D. when, should children begin to raid? I .M. Robinson (ed.),
Oninnovatiandichange in reading instrudtion.- Sixty - seventh Year-

book of the National 'Society for the Stud§ of Education. Chicago:
Univaraity 6f. Chicago Press,, 1968. Fp. 30-71, r

In the.

perspective an
should = begin a

diecusses th
She mai4taih
feeding`
to S

of..this article utkin.provillea a.btief historica
tiAneAtion of w n readinOnatruction in school
_en, also from an historicalfeint-of-view

of reading reit:tine-ea-and fittumeasurement.
1 the kindergarten year can bt,the beginning of
n-An schobl, dependingiukn,Adkisading is to be,
14 ,that kindergurten Childrahare.neithar ready

read.:Instruction,is 4 question. 6i;Miking reading-
7:_appropriata to the thfldren,14ikelMof develop-

shifts her perspective-to Consider-thi iOdividual child
ea-on the-question 'When ehquld a child beigin'towread?'
Chip traditional-objections toff and claims:ImAuPPott-of

reeding and finds truth and falsities en both sides. She
hat,ti the quAdtion of -WhetiT Bekiir readthi hAti no 'ileitis,

1 answer. She goes on torprovida.recommanOatiOns for
es ol reading instruction,. recommendations W.Lichnintain the

t--

ocne dr attention on the child and what he/she is trying to do.

DURK N, D. .languaga ar
Two yeav'achievemesr report..

34-565.4,

for prefirst-g _ chi].

197d,.riding Reeearoh gtharteri
. .

sing the findings from New York, and California1 mtudie
(Durkin, 1966) Durkin created a.program designed to provide the
opportunity forlOreschoolrchildren to develop their'abilities in
tha'language 410. Theinogram waveharacterited by (i) giving-a
great deal of..aitention to urr,iting as well as to reading, (2) using
student-cen'Ered Interests forldeveloping language arts activities;
(3) employing primarily a whole-word apProach for the first year.
pith incidental attention to phonics, (4) teaching letter names and
numerals And (5) reading to children daily. Thirty-dixi'voitintaeri
children (IQ 92-146; C.A. 3;9 - 4;10),from a small American Mid-

,

weettrn community took part in the two-year program. Achievement
coats, wore adMinistered at the end of the first and second years
Of the program. Results are ae follows:

20
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First year
(mean)

No. of numerals identified ( -50) 13.8

No. of letters identified (0-52) 37.9

Ho. of words identified 29.1

No. of sounds identified not tested

In discussing the results Durkin. raises the question of the
-`-,relative "extent -of- tdesc . aeeomplishients.,,. She maintains that -- -inter -.

pretation in a comparative fashion is difficult because of the lack
of available information on the achievement of other young children,
in other programs. Durkin also discuases the importance of the

'teacher variable in these children's achievement.

She draws conclusions about the benefits and feasibility of such a
_program for all preschool children in a cautious manner, maintain-
ing that more carefully. designed longitudinal studies are needed to
answer such questions.

become year

(mean)

47.],

49.7

123.8

15.2

DURKIN, D. Early reading instruction - Is it advantageous? ERIC

Document ED 072 413, 1971
a.

From her review of the literature on pre-first grade echeel-programs
for teaching reading, Durkin concludes that (a), few studies exist

and (b) what studies there are fail to help answer.the question of
the value of in-earlier start In reading because they are flawed in

one or more ways. She discussed the following typical shortcomings
of the studies: (1) there is no indication of the time spent on

reading -(2) the-children's achievement-is nor-(adiquately)7deacribedu

(3) the type of instruction employed is lilited, (4) the duration of

the study is usually only short-term. Durkin 4idelie8e9 the research
into her language arts program for pre -first grade children (see
Durkin, 1970) and concludes that it,is very diffiCUlt to learn about
the value of earlier starts in reading because schools often seem
'triable/unwilling to take advantage of.them. She maintains that
there-simply is not'enough known to answer the question posed in
the-title of the article and calls for more carefully documented
research it the area.

DURKIN, D. Teaching young 0 Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1972.

Durkin wrote thidOlook to "help nursery school,. kindergarten and
first grade teachers provide-instruction that is both appropriate
and productive" (p.x). The theory and recommendations for practice
contained.in the book have been developed as a,reoult-pf her
California and New York Studies of early readeke (Durkin,- 1966) and
her subsequent pre -first grade language arts turriculum'(Dorkin, 1970).

The first section of the book presents lin historical perspective on,

the theory of reading in American nursery schools and kindergartens
in which Durkin explains why these areas have tradltionnI1 had the
goal of social and emotional development of the child, and why some
'nureery school and kindergarten teachers now (1972) use'workbooks

Andldrill to give their programs an air of 'academic respectability'.

Also included is a chapter on reading readiness and,chaptern devoted

0 the behavioural characteristics of the young child and the

characteristics of excellent teachetn of young children. The heart of



the. book are the sections on Durkin's conception of a language
.arts approach (one chapter) and her recommendations on instruct-
ional:teOniquis for (1) extending the listening/speaking vocabul-
ary, (2) teaching writing, (3) teaching reading Xword identificat-
ion, word analysis) and (4) language arts programs. It could'be
said that Dunkin's theory and instructional suggestions are based
on the premise that children, younger than six can learn to read

---through-methoda-that-are-devoid-of-pressura-and--1411-of-interest%--

DURKIN, D. A six year study of children who learned to read in school
at the age of four. Reading Raboarch Quarterly, 1974 -1975, 10,
9 -61.

This article'reports on the achievement in reading from irat through
fourth grades of children who perticipated in a two-year language
arts curriculum designed for preschool children (as described in
Durkin, 1970).- In additiowesults from a control group who did
not participate in the prOgrnm but who had attended kindergartens
in which some attention was given to rending, were compared with
those of the experimental group. Results showed that experimental
and control group mean raw scores on intelligence tests never differed
significantly during grades one through four. For that same period
mean raw scores on reading tests .(SRA Achieverent Test, grades 174;
Gates-Macginitie Reading-Test, grade 4) were always higher for the
experimental group. For gtadea one and two the differences were
statistically significant;in grades three and four, they wt', not.
Durkin concludes that although they were not formally assessed as
being ready, subjects in both the control and eXperimentei groups
demonstrate that earlier starts in reading lead to aatisfactery,
accomplishments rather than problems. She emphasizes that results
showing a failure of the experimental group to maintain significant

- leads do,not necessarily contradict her earlier studies (Durkin, 1966)
which found that early readers who learned to read at home maintained
a statistically significant lead over the non-early reading'class
mates through grade six. Through this report she repeatedly, notes
that thesohoolln the study-jfaa=very_reauotants-Tto-adfuist-Instruct-
ion to the children from the experimental group. She feels that the
home environment which fosters early reading could well continue to
support reading achievement but that especinlly for childreng,who
learn to rend in a aehool/kindergarten situation, "earIier7TCarts
in reading are meaningless if school(' are unwilling to alter what
in taught in the years that follow kindergarten" (p.60).

DURKIN, C. Facts about pre -first grade reading. In L.O. 011/1 (ad.)
Tha kindorgartgoi child and roadfng. Newark, Delaware: Internation-
el Rending As IntionN 1977:F1,o-1-12.

Durkin summarizes findings abaft early reading.from her research and
diacusaea the history of the issue of early reading from theedd-
19Se's to the present. She also reviews other studios into earlier
starts to rending instruction in school.- Durkin then focuses on
instructional practice(' in the American kindergarten and argues that
moist changer: which have been Implemented in the kindergarten were
not rationally planned but 'happened' because of fashion or commun-
ity reaction. She concludes that moat American .kindergartens today

22



are attempting to teach reading and that the usual way of doi

so is by commercially produced materials/reading schemes. Durkin

maintains that child-centred instruction would be moot appropriate

for teaching reading in the kindergarten but points out that in

order for such instruction to be Implemented it is necessary to

have a:knowledgable, imaginative teacher and a school (administrator)

that will support such a programme.

ELLIS, p.j.w. ThO c t t'a dove1opmeht of early reader Unpubl
doCtoral dissertation, Northern Illinois University, 1975.

Ellis studied 20 early rcXders (children between four and nix yearn

old who could read at pre-primer level or higher and who had not

attended school) for the purpose of .describing their (1) cognitive

development (with emphasis on their accomplishment of eight Piagetian

teteks),(2) oral reading abilities and (3) home background experiences.

Findiegs showed that classification tasks correlated significantly"

with the aubjectei instructional reeding levels. The lanemage and

total Fiagetii6 task scores correlated aigniaceetly with the subjects'

indeOndent resding levels. The decentration and total Piagatian
task scores -correlated significantly with martin age and intelligence.

The mental ages of the subjects correlated sigrtficantly with the

language task scores. Word recognition scores were used to esparat

the early readers into.(a) advanced and (b) beginning_ reader

The advanced group performed significantly better on Conservation

tasks.

The description of the thildren'a oral Iftg-was-,eetcerned largey-

with attempting to pinpoint the types of errors made and the sources

used for identifying words. Data on the home backgrounds of .the

early readers showed that all 20 were middle clan. and that they had

avSileble a variety of. ready material's. The children themaelves were

`described as being curious about words, having good memorlea and

playing well by themaelves. All, of them were read to at an early

age. Hothereplayed the major role in helping these early readers, but
_--.the_iathcre--ve re__very_active in this eapacity also.

DIERY, D. Teach. _/our proachoolor,to read. New York: Si n and Schuster,

1975.

After knocking down several .strewn which he has dutifully set up,

Emery traces the cause of America's rending problems to the home. lie

maintains chat there is generally 'riot snows input, but that with

sufficient atimulation at the "teachable moment" (around age four),

children will learn to rend. The argument he posite is eseentially

a quantitative, inueembly line' one. His solution to the problems in
teaching reading rests largely on the amount of practice, the

repetition provided within a net, linear notion of haw reading is

learnt. gmery paiataine that by his /her questions, the fqur-year-old

will show when he /she in ready to learn to read end that the approp-

riate one to do the teeching in such n case is the parent. His

description of an environment 'conducive to preschool reading taken

account of the main ehnracterinticn posited by Tenle (1978). Howeve

the program Emery recommendn restn strongly on a quite rigidly pre-

conceived decoding !scope end sequence for reedin which relies heavily



on repetition and r

EHIMA.0. A.M.
616-620.

in f iv
ho" and when
be prepared to o
kinder/ ten Lelia

been used at thin
reading instructi

look at sly reading. 1971,

venders in and out of 140U4A related to tJ

feeling `re ding. -14a
children who era ready, a reading program at the
Be cites some pro no and materials which have

evel. His recommendation, are that beginning
should be'es meaningful and natural as possible

and that"the basal should not be considered thelteading progress.
Enzasnn superficially touches many, many bases in this article.

.J.i, Teaching reading by machine. A case history in early no
ins beaavioux. AV Commun.ontion Review, 1965, 13. 303 -308,

Evans' purpose is to "detail the reading beheviot of one your
child" over a period of Eva and one -half years (approximately age.
three to five and one-half). The subject (KE) began reading instruct.
ion on a teaching machine. Tha instruction itself was phonics and
was conducted over a period of four months (actual instruction tins

was five betro and forty-two ninurea). The theory upon which the

inscructinn was based wee that a reader scans a phonetic word letter
by letter, produces a sound equivalent of each letter and then
synthesizes the =word into its normal pronunniskion (p-.305)-rollow-
ing the machine/phonics phaee of instruction, the child. vu started
on "a new program designed to teach reading of non-phonic material"
which consisted of reading basal readers to and with the author.
Standardized testing at Agin 3;11, 4;6, 5 ;O and 5;6 show IKE achiev-
ing average comprehension and word recognition score/ of grades 3.0,
3.5 and 4.5 for the first three twinge. (No cooprohanaion teat was
given at age 5;6.)

_

FORESTER, A.D.
Reading Tea,

teathere can learn
1977, 160-166.

'natural readers'. The

The author reviews the research of Durkin. Torrey (1969) and °there
and citn her own claderoon observations of early readers to note
that there is a parallel between learning to reed and learning to
speak for natural readers. The following features of learning to
read naturally are identified: (1) It is a process much like learn-
ing to speak; that la, reading in learnt as expressive meiningful
language (not a act of ruins). (2) Learning to read proceeds on the
basin of language patterns with which the child La familier. Thus,
the child monitor,' and controls his/her own vocabulary. Forester
characterize+, the claaaroom where her observations took place as
one which taken account of how natural readove learn eto read. Thee

author plena to continue observation. in an attenpt to pinpol
just how theprocaas of learning to read evolve/ naturally.



rowm, L1. 'Teaching a
chil od
283.

°vier reporta a cone
old deughter to read over
Vhifieding-fteeilieied
behavioural psycholOgy.
thould be cartfolly timely
steps, paced in a *hallo'

nt in early
, 1962, 66. le

y of his set-rept,. to teach his two-y

A nine meeth:eoriod. Lie conception of
eelee-tiefeKteeilg'heewily lefleseleed by

guen that "The language eteucture
4 and the teetning broken dour into snail

gradient t h cacti be cagily learned by

the child" (p.192) Thua, the inetruceton proceed'. in 4 linear
Additive fashion fro= the enell (word) to the large (oentence), fro=
Oust Fouler perceives as timple to what he errs as co=plax. The
View of reading as a typo of language'proceas is not considered

Fowler emphasizea that the methoda of igetruetiop Allays nvimcd to
approximate play and to keep the child Interested as much as possible.

He atrestam the impereence of reinfoieesent and revere in the teach-

inn. A whole surd approach predealneted free the beginning to the end

of the instructionel period. Vordi end sentences Wee preeetted on

fleet' card*. Vocabulary W44 cheeen according to'serecterel eimelicitet
phonic factort, the chtld'e interest end frequency of accurreacein

language. Later in the progran oyetenetic phonic. we Introduced.
Some reading of preprinere was aloe Included. A description
methods and the resulcs of their application are spelled our

detail in the article. Fre- 444 peat -test data on reeding .a _AVt

ISCAte Intelligence and psychosocial development and functioning and

also repotted. Major findings wire that `'tom- child eelie re n stir
progress in reading mingle words, *nodally those Introduced early
In the nine month period arse that aoie progress vas made in reeding
short sentences (on individeel cards) and texts. Fowler concludes
that while it Is apparent that a two-yeareold child of high abilities
can make considerable progress in reading, the amount of fluency and

autonomy which CAT% be Achieved in reading tnatta it atilt in doubt.

He maintaie that a,vAriety of methods proved effective in telsehtnit

_44m04_0114_but hat Ole tApartAnce of early, oyAte004C12145.4______
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the two 1 1 mike hie earl r.

* now an integral parr of instruction-tram the ha
will thoto are single words (e.g. cat) and raph c "

The child suet match the component* with the whole.
is procedure is conducted with 'sentence* (wholes)

s)s fowler Asplaina th *t cheer tasks Tecuira,,,,

theais:and-explainarths-seeuence-nenecwilieft'esth- f
loped. He .aye that 30 preschool children have

ed i hg programand that all have mods programs in remit=
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tical twits, VW0 members
daL4hter) received 15-30 minutee o
per week far a 211-5 moth period.

tla recolvad t rsell ing Inatruction. The progrts p
systematic analytic R synthetic Approach" haekall =4 44

outlined in Yowler (1964) but described here in wee% eta ails
The program was characterised by (a) systematic and etrvcttrQ

%mut) Ptgaentation and (b) the 'Jae of *ley orientations There
were two levels Included? (1) the phonic lifittruCtien fellove4 by

switch to ceamercial preprfasera.(be p of the ahaanco of pre
parm mmtariela which followed yovicie rale). The philosophy
behind the program its cept4re4 in thin "tearnini to read ...
to primarily a problem of acquiring twit y with how language forms
snit aCrUCCUrea are recorded. Ite4n1n4 i therefore to present
al) apecial problem* for learning to reed le ..." (p.30) .

Results shoved that 3 of the experinantel group made good progress,
advancing to and Achieving et atage two of the Program. The re
maiming 3 expariatntel children ode "ems progress" in learning

--ladtVidUA-Vvfda 462 phonic unfit®, but none or them reached a p4tra
of reading even single, whole-sentence unite independently, None
of the control group allowed any indications of the ability to read
vcr4as letters 07 dchieheee. Yowler concludea that there to "coeh
evidence that supports the value at these methods and teehniquea for
a rceding program at the 3-yesr-old level" (p.87)
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entiall phonics oriented and is described in.detail in.Fowler

64,196 Peet-tests:of knowledge of phoneme-grapheme corres,

-pondende word recognition,'word generalization; sentence reading

and'' paragraph =reading' were"-conducted. Results. - .showed, that egar

less of the poat-teat measure, a.large majority-(741-of'the 109.

children learned to read with comparative ease, regularity and

fluency, given the systematic-program. Fowler attribUtessuccess

to his analYtia-synthetic matching taskswhich "greatly facilitated
children'i learning of critical .(phonic). rules upon which weird and

centence,structure are based" (p.120). The beet, predictor of

5,99ceislin'learningto read for these preschool children 40 mental

age, followed by knowledge of letter names'and chrocological age.'

GARDNER, K. Early reading skills. In Reading skille: Theoryand

Practice. London: Ward Lock
skills.,

1970. Pp.18-23.

Gardner reports the results of a pilot study of the '"home regime"

of early readers. The major trends of the results suggest that

early readericome frbm-homes-where the language forma-favourtd-by

education are used and where the child has maximum contact with,

adult speech. Whether or not parents decided to teach children to

read was not impOrtant. Parents of early readers regularly read to

their children. On many occasions the favourite story sms used as

A basis for investigating the:written code.

GA & BOEKER E. A aeudy_ of initial stages in reading by pre-

school children. Teachers ColZege Record, 1923, 24, 469-488#

The findings of this.etudy of word-learning with presdhool thildren.

inslicate:- (1)- length-of word conditions-difficulty of reading by

inexperienced childien,, A(2) names'of objectsudged to be of .interest;

to children are not necessarily easier to learn,..(3) Words of.

irregular. outline do not seem to be easier to learn than those which:
have lettereof,Uniforil height, (4) dhildren(frequently appear to

learn words by observing some minute detail (dotoveri or,tail on D,
(5),perceptual analysis (discovering distinctive features) of words

is a-main.,problemin_beginning_reading,j0)_children improve rapidly

.in.ability to learn words with practice, learning 175%:aaianYW6rds
.during the fifth day as on the first, (7) childreh remember words,

learntover periods of from 24 to.96 hours rather better than'many

other stedies'of the time indicate.

ORGIADY, N.F , ROMANO,.L. & RARANOWSKI, A.. To read ornoS- to

in kindergarten Elemontary-School journa

,turfy sought to determindif children in a "changing environment"
would mature more rapidly and hence be ready for earlier initial read-

ing experiences. Each of four kindergarten classes (100 spbjects,

aged 5;9-6;3) was divided into four steppe (experimentai-antrel x

high IQ-low IQ). The experimental children in each class received

help from the'teacher in identifying words. THe.criterion measure at

the' end of the experiment was word recognition. The experimental

group-generally achieved significantly higher on the Pesttast than the .

control group.
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University

lyais of children w enter kindergarten
-came age who requCre additional

npubliihed doctoralAiake;tation
n .1975.

From all the indergartcn students in one midwastern American city
130 children ho could read "four of five words in isolation and
four words in (a) sentence were identified as 'readers"(p.38), 130
were.randomly elected from a readinessgroup and 130 were randomly.

cud =from .-non-readiness group. The-39d children were-tested
for language development, self-concept, auditory deacrimination and
reading achievement, Parents and teachers were each administered a
questionnaire. .-

A significant difference'among reader readiness and non - readiness
children was determined in the following areas: (1) language develop-
ment, (2) auditory diicrimination, (3) socio-economic level, (4)
frequency of parent reading to child, (5) age when,child started
watching "Sesame Street", (6) if child attended a preschoo
(7)-Vlaita-to, the publid library, (8) teacher perceptiOns their
reading abilities.

I

Harty also'found that (1) the largest number of readers,learned -to
read at four -years of age, (2) most early readers,had been helped to
learn to read by their parents, (3) most early readers learned the

,

names and sounds of the alphabet before le rningto read..

rking bibliography for rases ch .relating

reading. °Vet-own University Papers gee ,and

1976, Mo.l3, 4-103

-I

Higgins' biblioraphy'might be said to be more on the topic of be-
ginning readingithan on early reeding (as th4 term defined for'
purposes of this annotated biblicigraphy). ThiAtbibliography is not'

'annotated. I

HIRSCH, H.S.: What are good responsive environments for.young children?
A critical-discuaaion7of'0.1C;7Moore's-theoretical-formUlations,---A--
Young Children

Hirsch details the main p ideiples underlying O.K. Mobre's "Talking
Alypewriter"approach to thalearning of writing/reading and speaking/
listeding..: She Maintains =that ,the, principlea-are-important=ones= for _

learning but finds that Moore has omitted some equally imp6rant
- __.;areas, notably. those of -the;. role ..of, past. e*periences in :1earfing_ and

of maturational sequences and needs. She-argues-that Moote.does not
allowthe learner to .develop a learning-' style mniquely his/her own

:but is basically.appiying a reward-reiriforciment principle.--She cen-
eludes that any good learning environment must take into account
Nbore's principles (and 'hose he hail- omitted) butthat- ultimately the
good classrbom.is"betterthen the computer environment.



honks- Werld Booktobpany, 1942

author reviews the literature up to 1942 of otudies of children
Oyer.180J.Q:'ind preients.12 of her Own cases studies.: _Onephase

thi.dtbdy focunei-en reading. In that section family background;

.preschdol'historY, eehool,historyt character traitsvphysicaland.
mental imaeurements, teachers' judgements' and. heading interests are

investigated. Nine of'the subjects were early readers With-the

,Medidnoiillitofreading' being age- three'. 7- The -traits- identified-7-es
being associated with early readers were as follows: (1) 'They were

content to.bd alone, (2).they liked books to be read and reread to

'them and--they read and reread them also,-(3):they:showed, a general_
Anterest in words and (4) they liked to- write.

HOSKISSON, K. Should parents teach their childre
ary English, 1974, 51, 295-299. ,

Hoskisson reviews language learping studies-of such people as Hager

Brown, Susan Ervin and David McNeill and establishei that the-child

learning language is a constructor of language who ledrns language

essentially by getting feedback in a communicative situation. He
thn argues that there is no need for formal, systematic instruction

in reading but that learning to read can proceed much like learhing

to speak. In, so far as parents are concerned he says, "Parents are

"'in a more advantageoup position to know what information their child-

ren have'acquired and since meaning resides in the context of the

situation as, well as in the linguistic devices of expression, they

are in a better position to help their children learn to speak, and

by extension to learn to read" (p.297). The author has developed a

program.which follows from such a philosophy that 'parents. can use to

assist their children's reading and he details the steps involved.

read? :Blament

HUEY E.G. The psycholo a
MacMillan Company 1908.

---IriiChaOtif:XVT'ef his bbokHdesy-ditieua e_ 4Learning-to-Head-at-Ho__

He advocates what may.generally be termed..a.language-eKperience
approaeh whereby theeparent makes great use of print whIch occurs,

in the. environment in helping the young child learn'to reid. Huey

maintains that- meaning should'always.he central in -.this process.,

He---also-discusaes-ohildren,who-"learn-to-readrlor-themselvee_ancl_
likens this way of-learning to the manner in which.oral-lariguage._

is= learnt.
replicate.this,naturallearning style. Some.of his quotablequotes'
oh-teaching-young children to,tead-in this manner: "The secret.of'

it all lies in parente;reading aloud to and withthe-ehild"Ap;332).
"Of coursethere comes a time when phonies should be taught,'And

.carefullytaught, but that task4:tay well be,Ieft to thosoh9or-

(p.134).. "As tordheice of reading m#tter there is no better guide

than the perennial interest of childhoOdlitself



Drawing almost _usively Upon the theory and practices Of- Doman

(1964), Hughes puts forth a rationale and method for teaching pre-

schoolars to read. The only divergence from the 'Doman-line! is

that Hughes-advocates instruction in phonics in addition to Doman's

suggestions. She outlines the scope and sequence of .activities for

teaching early reading ant-details "step by step" how she taught her

t Year-old-daughter-to-read.-- Also-included-are < suggestions .for-

aching preschoolers to write and ideas on how Doman's principles

be.applied to teaching clasies of children in a school setting.

wain,
1963

ressure for early readin and Rdiwatt,

Hymen condemns the proposals put forth,by Doman, Stevens _

(1963)-on-!teaching_your_bahy,to_-read% He discuaaes_how_their_

ideas disregard individualldifferenced'in children and argues that
.

each child should be,allowed to-"come-to"-reading-in his /her own ---

time. Rymes warns that there may be. serious effects on.children

if Doman Stevens E.;Orem methods are applied.

HYNES, J.L. Early reading is very risky business. In Clarizio,

R.C. Craig & gehrens Contemporary_iesuee in educationa

vychology. -Boston: Allyn and Bacons 1970. Pp ,_135-139.

Hymes argues that there is nothing-ng_with helping preschool
children to.get ready to read or with-letting those who are ready

read, But he maintains that the current- (1965) drive foriarly

reading is atill'hasically'a formal workbodk/textbgok approach and

that such an approach is wrong because (1) it make reading a sterile
unintellectual-adt;,(2) At isolates reading-as a skill, (3) it turns

a nursery or kindergarten in a 'sitdown' programme and (4) it runs

the risk of making theichild less emotionally healthy.because of

early emotional pressure.

HYHES, J.L. Teaching reading to the under-six age:. A, child development

point of view. In M.F. Douglas (ed.). 34th Claremont Reading

Conference yearbook. Claremont California: Craremont Reading

-Capference,-1970- FP. -

Hymen argues -.that \At-is nonsens talk ebout,teaching.reading-___

eadiness as a special approach to-pre-first grade children. He

. says, uliesither tea_ch reading or we don't" (p, 79). 'He opts for ,
teaching reading .to the under -six age child provided the .following

considerations are in mind: (1) reading must be taught in :a

way that fits the child,-(2) reading must be taught in4E.way that
fits reading and (3) reading must be taught in a way that fits the
goals of,generaleducation._ H-es discusses each of'these consider-

ations in some detail.



to 8, With implications for reeding. Con
t;Itteburgh Report, 1963;-

1 g relies heavily on the theories o ,Gasell .end others like him who
maintain that maturation' is the key variable In determining instruc-

tion. Simply stated, this school of thought supporta waiting until
the child is ready; if the child is not ready, instruction should be
delayed. In this article Ilg cites factors in the'child's develop-
ment that correlate with reading and provides developmental profiles

oUthildrin-et=the-different-age
various reading tasks (e.g. reading-related visual characteristics,
Word recognition abilities, listening to stories). The teacher is
meant to watch for_thise.behaviours'in Order to obtain an indication
of.What the mind is doing andthus be able. to decide if reading_ in

ruction is or is not'appropriate.

Interorganitational Committee. Reading and pre-first gradet A joint
statement_of-concerns_about_present_prectices in pre-fir
reading'instruction and recommendations for imprevement.
ArtB, 1977, 59, 4594+61.

Thetitle adequately outlines the content of thin statement. The,

concerns are directed mainly at structured (pre -) reading prograns

the pressure for formal assessment of-suth prograMe and the peedi'

for e rationalization by teachers of preschool reading program.

The e

tt
commendations call. for a language arts type approach to-pre-

ach 1 reading with appropriate evaluation procedures and concern

for the individual child.

I

I ,

JOCIC,14. -One psycholinguistic aspects of he-acqUisitionof,-:reading
indearly eh:ildhood. In K. Sornig (ed.) Tromdienge of.the 4th
International Congress of'Applied Lingutstioe, _Stuttgard, 1975.
Pe.-369378.

I

-The author describes a on _year experience aimed at teaching reading

which involved 11 children whO ranged in agee'from2;11 to 334 When.,

the experiment-began:--Nineef-these-thildren-were-selected-beciuse----
they were- .tested by a psychologist, were found to be average and\

'thnofdeemed representatiVe pf typical kindergarten children.. However,'

what the children were average on is not reported. The bulk of the

article is given to describing the reading program itself which was

:-conducterit.hree.to-five-minutesAlaily-irvthe-dmitial-pheacef_the____
eriment and gradually lengthened to five to twenty minutes daily.

e program ,was,, Ca Ots a ;whole..-word approach besed;pe :Doman

(1964) ideas. Thetenor' oCthe'etperiment was the teaching

hould be carried out through play without pressure on the children

participate. ,

'Adele reports the following results: (a) one child had "completely
mastered`-the reading ability ". (p.374); (b).fout children were "read-

ing well", but only words not longer-then five letters, (c) two

children were able to read only one'syliable words of two or three



letters and (d) four-; children were able to recognize l here but net
link them into-words From these results she concludes thst'ihe.
program was helpful in developing reading skills-and that the cog- 4
nitive 4 evelppmentof on eit_speeChmus t :precede jearning- r.o , read..
1s-soieWhai difficult to see how thin latter conclusion was arrived
at considering the design:of the experiment.

1.H. Early readin,g background of nome,..,eupe r r_eaders sin
ge freshness. Journal of EducationaMesearch, 1958, 52

Subjects involved in this atudy'were all at or.above the 97.5 percent-
_Ilkien the reading compreheniion section of thigCooperatiire'English---
Test'. The method for gathering data was a "strtjctured interview" with
the subject which attemptedeto aedertain hie/heeerttechool and early
reedere, and thus-the-study would seem to have relevance to this
bibliagraphy. This study has serious methodlogidal newel however
and it is included only because of this bibliogreOby is meant to be
4ompreha naive.

Subjecte gave -more or less "off the top-of the hear-reports' and did'
not consult parents, decuments, etc.-which could we]gl have.provided
Information about those readers' backgrounds.. In addftion,At Seems
quite questionable that research can arrive at any useful answers by'
asking a sample of nineteen- year -olds Such things as 714Wdid you
learn to read?" Thus, the results and tenclusions art not inclilded
here. This study does, however, provide some type of evidence that
preschoolers can learn to read (for what that is worth).

`I, M.L. Reading in the kindergarten.
_Reading and-inqul.ry.- Newark.-Delawar
Association, 1965. 4.446-448..

n J.A.Figure ed.)
Internationa Iteadin

Kelly outlines the broad principles of a Livermore, Californian
kindergarten reading program which seeks to teach all interdated and
ready children to read. She also summarizes a' study in whic
kindergarten children were categorized an high -of low 1.Q. Iliad then
randomly assigned'to gither An, expeiimental. group _for readingAistru4-
tion or a control group for readiness instruction for% period ,of one
school year. Results on the California Reading Testa indicated: that
children in the experiMental group surpassed those of the control
group in reading scores, but there is no indication that the difference
was significant.

_

T, Ma.. -6 CHEN, M.K. An experimental -study cif ford reading
instruction at the kindergarten 1e 1 The Journal orEducatio
Research; 1967, 60 224-229.

The authors report on a Study in which 221 children were classified
as high or low on reading readiness and intelligence variables and
teen randomly assisgned to either a traditional readineps program or.
to formal reading instruction for four months in an-attempt to deter=
mine if reading instruction at the kindergarten level "would 1ncrease

_.,the.ehildran's reading skills and favourably dispose-them-toward
t.reading activities and the school" (p.224). No description of either,

the readinee or'reading programs'is given. Results iRdicated 'that
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lye

subjects he fnral reading' p pgram excelled el
.

,,.

y W.

ceding s (global .score from California' Keadini'Iest )`+,, butt

attitudes toward school and reading haibitsi when Peeeured bY a'

teacher -rape feting s:aisle were not.effictAd by the tyWorprogram.
135,-4.00if rape, ing,scalo"'ebildrett id,thit_telidtri

program showed more favourable) attitudes., ., °waiver, all attitude-

measures employed epPesr-tO be highly suspect'yithlittli reliebi

or validity.dataLto back'theM'u

KIM.. E:M._ ESEN,, D.T. Children whoa read in kindergarten.,

Marta J urnal orEdumathiai Riiiioirolt,1.972. 16i- 147 -16i

In this study 31 early r a roikCa/garyp Canade'e popUlation

kindergarten childrenvere identified; ;(Early readers were those

scoring grade one level or higher on a:: standardized reading teat and

being identified by the teacher as able_ to read words, stekieepOr.,

books not taught in class). Also,'31"neneariy readers viva randomly

selected as a control group. The early readers and non-early:readers

were compar on the variablei of family background preschool ex-

pirience various perceptual and -f

child.

Significant 'differences in family background: (1) =there of early

readers had greater educational attainment, (2) socio- economic index

WAS highhr for early readers, (3) early .readers came frets smaller

families. Other findingsof thastudy; early readers; Wire signal:-

cantly higher on measured intelligence. Along with intelligenee,_;

letter recognition, word recognition and rate of learning.to read'

new Uurda were the most powerful variables for distinguishing early

readers from non-early readers.

Follow-up on both groups was conducted after one yearok reading in-

struction. At that time" the groups differed significantly in oral

word reading, reading vbcabulary, and comprehension.

KRTIVNiK S. The boy who ad,at'eighteen monthi. Expeptiona

1963! 30, 105 -109.

.1ft_a_perceptiveLmanner_Krippeerreparts a case stud of an early

reader, detailing:the child's. intellectual, sgicio4motienal add--

linguistic status as well as his early reading experiences. Krippner

points.oUt that thesUbject failed a reading, readiness test but

read at A grade two or three level. The author attributes the dhild's

reading ability to (1),superior general intelligence;. (2) superior

aualMeMety;.(3)-auperibt-lieteding votabulary,(Wsuperior-social"-
mAtorityi,(5) superior speech and hearing development(e.gi articu-
letion-andrauditery-distrimination)0-ouperior,ranga:of-intereara:: -

and (7) superior home background (extensive cultural experience's,'

parentawhoseeved as reading models)
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doreport:110
and read. Re&
general the le
of tho method ii

do tau
dip1ted.

bpi child with severe hearing lose' ea an, d',

ntellectual development, Georgetown Gntvereity
we: Lin ao, 1972, No.6, 1-6:

g a young c11ld with severe hearing low to speak,
netructionwee,begun when the child was 216. _In

i were conducted in a game-liks.feehion.*--1,An'outline
s follows:

child about.400 words, most of sould,bei
Pas.

mal sound.centr

rd4hreses were taught lir
then without drawings.

were taught.

with appropriate.

element' sentences were taught The blue

words.
of the alphabe taught via-initial

group of words within.A conce

e.g. chair
piano )
sofa )

lamp )

ingle

were taught;

Employed sentences which could Brad (e.g. 'What is afil
'Where is ...?.."!and.partielly -a ed ancedotes based on,
the child's experiences. 4

(8) The technique of reading and a sting questions was employed , r,:

At age 4;7 the child was not re ins y" but had read sole 500 ''
.

words in 25 little booka.- Lido concludes:thit the.achieVement to '-

date, iii definitely positive, deepite-theirregularity:of ,the program.
.74E .n.

f d!-t-

LADO, R. Early reading a_
gapers on:Languaga

uage dev Georgetown
'a '4,8 1976, 8-15.:

The-author-prcpotet-t adder to-- -e th- reading-
acquisition process,_it must..be cons dared as,following a course
parallel to and-similar to o language acquisition. He cites
Doman (1964) and Soderbergh, And maintains that breaking Into
reading rill occur at the one-wo d stage, move to two,vor&construe-
tion=andaiwenrually-into _sen Songs -general --disc uss ion =o

of teaching early re- _ng and of preschool biliteracy/
folloWa. Ladd: conclUdee,with4ive.:tedOmmendatione 11. to

led into Orly reading/early-bilingual reading. The
__ his nets widely but not very deeply.

principles
b

rese
author

Preschrl biliteracy: Acqui
Biapanta, 1977, 60, 533 -535.

Lado draws a distinction between (1) acquiaitionthat p
ng a language which occurs without conscious awareness



(2) language .learning that part of mastering a language which

occurs when the child makes a conscious effort to remember a word,

sound, rule, etc. He maintains that both acquisition and language

learning are involved inithe child's mastery of Lt.

A lyiwthis,diatinetion te eltly reeding;Jid-find0,-thAt Dam_

(1964) and S6derbcrgh (1971)

L

wenn acquisition model and that

I11

Mates, prseineki and Harrieon. 966) use a learning model. Leda

argues,that the younger the ch_ d, the more there is of acquisition

in the process, the alder, the more there is of learning but that

An every case both ere used. Teaching early reading for Ledo is a

matter of providing for acquisition and for learning: In the final

iiiion-of the ertieliAada makei a came far beginning biliteracy -

for Spanish speaking American children in early childhood.

AZDSON,'S. Teach your child to road in 60 day New York:

Norton, 1975.

Ladson cites his objections to the 'academic/educational approaching

to reading and reading research being carried out in schools and

details how he-taught-his two young (219-and 3;11)-daughters to read.

His method was essentially a synthetic phonic/ousei-ito approach

which utilized operant oonditioning, presenting the reading tasks

in game-like situations and having tangible (edible) rewards. In

diary/pseudo-novelistic form Ledson presents at 'great length the

steps by which he taught hie children. Subsequently he provides re-

commendations for other parents who-want to teach their children to

read in a short period of time/

, J. Rending, in kindergarten: what the research d
The Reading Teacher, 1978, 32, 135-138.

Leaiak maintains that research in early reading has shown that

kindergarten children can and do learn to read but that the research,

does not indicate (a) which methods and materials are best, (b) how

long instruction should be conducted, (c) how achievement should be

measured, (d) if an early start in reading_ is beneficial in later

gra es, (e) what the social and emotional effects of early read

instkuction are and (f) which children benefit most from early in-

struction. She recommends more stlidies faciising on e -question a

and in-the meantime kindergarten reading instruction based on "a real

consideration of individual differenc s" (p.137).

TANN Teactiing de to read . Reading, 1970, -_4; -18-22.

Lynn gives avbrief'accounc-oUteaching his diughterJettera:and Wet-Mt:

between the. ages of two and three and then addresses the question

'Is early reading possible ?' and 'Is early reading 4eeful?' To the

farmer question he points out examples which show that early reading

is possible and states that he feels the main difficulty for young

children learning to read'is one of concentration and attention span..

On the other question of the usefulness of early reading Lynn doubts
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a, outlines- the lourpett-of a tvopIsav study =suns= a
drawings of four and five-year-old children. To determine how
mitten and spoken symbols complement and reinforce one AZAthAre
hildren *o'er* asked to drew and talk about 'their drewingS1. The
author concluded that the'drawingarepresented a form of abstract
thinking and as children advanced in language, there was a parallel
Ingram-in-abstract thinking demonstrated in their.drawing.- MacKinnon
calls for those findings to be applied to-the design of materials for
the first steps in reading. Re feels that Auch msterialeahoUld "4

start-with_familiar-meanings-expressed in letters,-phrasettand,ceent---
encea together, but that these should be presentedin a control
Y so-that the child can discover the necessary relation without4x-

periencing frustration. }e suggests that control can be achieved by,
for example; 'letter-by-letter' variations. The whole article is
rather vague on ,the exact design and findings of the research study
and on the nature and application of the materials he is proposing.

G.E. & PRA N.J. Early- reading and re
tary Engi h 1966, 43, 483-488 527.

uthers summarize the literature on early reading from the 920"s.
to the mid-1960'i. The discuasion is organized under the topies :
(1) early reading without deliberat4 training, (2) early. reading
learnt with deliberate training, (3) children who entered school prior
to age sii compared with their older grademates and (4) reading readi
nese training.

The authors conclude that the question of when to begin teaching
_reading_is unresolved.hut depends upon severil-variables such-as the
child's interest, instructional materials, class size, teacher ex-
pectancies. They also hint that readiness and beginning reading are
not distinct phases but form acontinuum in the development of learn-
ing to read. The article tends to be more of a compilation than a
critical review.

WIELD, H .R. ised readtng zna uoi n n an experimental
preschool. Unpublished doctoral dissertation, The University of
Nebraska, 1969.

Thirty-two middle to upper- middle -class preschool children were divided
into two equal groups and matched on sex, chronological age and mental -

age. The experimental. group received daily five- minute individualized
reading which could be described as a language-experience approach and
supplemental group reading instruction. The control group received only
thegroup-reading-instruction. Pre-and-postiitest-messures-included------
(1) a 25 word, word recognition teat. (2) "The Mother's Words", in
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h each child's other was asked to write 13 words she fen her

child could rood and 20 words and eantences drawn trod instruc-

tional content common to both groups. These measures yielded group

differences fivouring,the'experimental group. two of which (wordW
gektion teat and the 20 words/sentences) mate statistically

s gaifiCant. lieglild-ceneludoe-that'indivIdnallied'Approach is
effective than a group instructional approach (but it is diff

to justify this conclusion since tha experimental children el

ivad group instruction), and that the result. provide edditiona
dance that preschool children can learn to read.

-H4CRACKEN, R.A. A two-year study of the reading Achievement bf chiid-

ran who ware reading when they entered first grads. Vie Jouri nal

084lootional Reaeorohi 1966, 591 202-210.

The au identified 8 early readers out f 360 children entering
grade one in a Rev York school. He tested their reading achievement

with The Stanford Achievement Testa and an informal reading inventory

over a two-year period. The reading achievement scores for ell

_children were wail above average for both years. The children cmiCkly

mattered word-pronouncing skills and oral reading skills but,it

grade -WO 7 out of the 6 children failed to comprehend adequately-

matertaXs for grades 4-6 on the informal reading inventory because

of lack.of background information.

&DOWELL. E.E. A review of

reading instruction. E
pr'inciplea applicable to preschool

Ofo 1971. 11, 67-72.

The author takes a firm behavioural psychology approach to reeding in

this article. He argues that transfer of training and operant con-
ditioning principles are eminently suitable for teaching reading, and

Maintains that because preschool children can be-taught-to readi-theee

principles should be applied to their reeding. instruction. The level

of reading focused upon is eastentially that of the word. One muat

assume that the author considers the sentence and discourse levels as

mere aggregate extensions of word reading. The author also discusses

the efficacy of programmdd instruction: .while he quibbles with

particulars of various cueing techniques and unit sixes, he certainly

believes-that- this general type of -instruction- tikes account- of the

important principles in learning to read.

P. BRZEINSKI, J.E. b HARRISON, M.L. 2he ofPc
hing-mading in kin4rga7ten. Cooperative Res arch Prcjeet

5-0371. Denver Public Schools and-Colorsdo at

ucation, 1966.
-1-

This report provides details an the Denver Project which sought to

detergine the efficiency of beginner the Systematic teaching of

reading in the kindergarten. The 4000 students who entered the
Denver kindergarten classes in 1960 served as subjects during the

J4:
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, I. Roil parents are:teaching their preschoolers to -d..

ERIC4Document'No. ED 113 695, 1974 '

ain:outlinds a collection of methods and materials parents can

usejn-teacNingtheik preschoolers to read.. There Is,little-coherent!

rationale or overalrdirection to his suggestions; they appear to be

things that have.worked at verieus,times in varioug:situations.: The.

tenor of the article is caputred in the following: "Ifyoulfind.
youeaelf getting nowhere (with word cards) after aiweek or two of

Oneminoteaessions, you might want to try phonic games instead" (p.3)
,

.or,:.he then.suggests, wait awhile,before going ahead with reading--

instruction. The methode.and:materiala advocated by Mountain are --,

(1)-word:Cards;.(2) stories about the child,(and

4._

Iaenvirouthentp

_friendsi_etcwritten by,-_the parent and.(3) pho- Ca:games. A tiles

cription_of the creation and use of each -is provided. 'T- ' ,- -T-

1

I. An individual study of reading acceleration, of

garten.children. Elemental 'Englieh, 1963, 401,_ 406-40- 442.

The-Author found two kindergarten children..who re early readdrd and

adjusted the traditional readiness pregram so ___a they would not be

that (1) individual differences should be recog-iced and (2). children

.
who are ready should be permitted to read and m veahead. in kinder-

garten.

NIEDERMEYER, F.C. Parents teach kindergarten reading at home. El ament-

ary School Journal, 1970 /0, 438-445.

In the first part of this Article NiederMeyer butlinea the Paren

Assisted Learning Program (PALP, a part of th Southwest Regional

Laboratory Kindergarten Reading Curriculum). ThroUgh highlypro-
grammed instruction parents learn how to teach their childrn re-

cognize 90 one-syllable words and to master c rtain,beginning wawa-

ant and end-vowel-Consonant sounds which we then be employed in

sounding out.new words. The author thedgoe _on to report results of

a study which compared-children in the-progr m with thosenot'in the

progfam On their achievement with respect to the program's objectives.

The children:in the program did significant: better, Niedermayer

concluded that a carefully developed progr of school-related. home

instruction can elicit high levels of paren participation and'pupil

learning.'

The amount of actual parent teaching vis-l-vispupil achievement

not examined. More importantly, the study is quite 'hermetically

,sealed'. Nowhere does the author examine the Value of the objectiveE

---of'the program in the larger context of legman te iesd.

is

LILA, L 0. Pros.and cons of teaching,pading to four- and ve-year-

olds n R.C. Aukerman (ed.). Some peraiotent questions on.beginn-

ilig reading. Newark, Delaware: International Reading Association,

1972.,%4.53-61.



.011ila maintains, that the questions for early reading no longer

include 'can the (for they obviously can). but should focus on

Such things as ' hy should:they?' 'what are the benefitatend to
whet should ear y instruction be given?' He- summarizes the argu-

ments:for and against early rea ing-and,.using research evidence,

discusses the effects of early reading. .01111a also-discusses the
problems,encountered.In. teaching reading in kindergarten (e.g. in-
adequati-teieher preparation, ,'the degree to which kindergarten can

anize reading instruction to cope with individual differences

intaina.that the pro sand con's will not be.resolved until
al facts are found through research. His main- concluSions,
tentative in 'nature, are: (1) the indication is .that early starter
intiin anidvantage in reading if adjusted'instruction is-pro-
ed;-(2) atitudes of redding-i0-1-40rtant

in determining if instruction is to be'given (31 little is known
about the effects of early reading on'eyesight and (4) early read-
ing Seems neither to create nor preventreading disabilities; bores-

doi or schoo adjustment/psychological problem's.

T,- K.E.C. A case study of preschool reading and speaking aCquis

_in-two_ languages.____Gepreetown UniVer, on

LinguietiCa, No.' 13 1976, 58-73.

The author, escizbes a two year experiment _in preschool biliteracy

ins which irl'Was eXpeded to English and'Spanish_from age 1;11.
4;1° ithe WAS reading fluently at a first or second grade level in

both:languages. Briefly deectibes"her language and reading
/teem fros the time-she first showed-an interest in looking.at.
picture books. The method of teaching" reading was that'deadribed by

Doman (196 ). Later thd wide reading of booys was encouraged. For

a more det iled aescription of this-experiment!' see Past (1975).

PFLAUH, S.W. The development of language and reading n the young child,

Columbu Ohio: "Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company, 1974.
. ,

.

Chapter 8 of this book is titled "Beginning Readers and Beginning
Reading"; In it Pflaum has a section on .'Early Reading and Early

/

Readers' in,which she reviews American studies in'early reading-'
essentially Durkin's workend the Denver Project (Brzelnik4-1964a,b).
She concludes thitt early reading'is "still A somewhat controversial -

topie bUt feels that it is generally accepteclthsCearly reading
is not harmful. She maintains that if preschool children want-to
read, they. should be helped. to.do so.

PINCUS, ..E. MORCENSTERN F. Should children` be'taught to read

earner? The Reeding Teacher, 1964, 18,37-42.
, .

Based largely on the results of Durkin4s,early work and to ae
extent Bruner's notions in The Rrocepe of Education, the authors
con lode that:somo'ebildren (Mould be taught to read before grade
one/and that kindergatten and grade one-eurricula.should adjust
for early readets.



PINES, three year olds teach themselves to read and love it

azine, 1963 (Hay) , 58-64.

The author described how presehool children receive reading instruc.-
tion-from 0:K. Moore's "talking typewriter" and his Responsive.

-Environmenes project. The article is generally chatty and anecdotal,
and the author is very primitive about Moore's work.

SPAS, G.P.'& OAKES, C.R. Prereading experiences.of selected early
readers. The Reading Teacher, 1964, 17, 241-245.

The. purpose of this study was to explore the experiendes relating
to reading development of 20 early readers. The authors.hoped to
identify-the natureTof prereading-activities-that-might-beT-assoeiated-
with early success in reading. A questionnaire was given to'pprents
-f the early readers. Major fiflattge indicated that:the-average
intelligence of thiwgroup of early readers was superior (the range
of IQ's was-not given) , that the early readers demonstrated an early'
personal interest in reading and writing, and that the parents"'
maintained that most of these children were taught to-read at home.:
The main-environmental factors in the early readeTe.hackgrounds:were
the many activities related 6 reading which weit4vailaleand

-fatt-that-19:-Of-ithe-.20:-children Mere

read to.regulatly by:parents.

POWERS, D.E. Au evaluation of the New Approach Method.
Princeton, New Jersey: Educational Testing, service.

went ED 120 264, 1973.

This study focused primarily on evaluating the most effective condition
for conducting the New Approach Method of teaching preschoolers.to
read. (pee Simms? 1976-hftd.Simms & Simms, 1970.for a description of,',

NAH:) Also Inveiitigated, hoWever, was the effectivenees per se of the
program,'Illi'leshons were given-to 246 children (aged"just under
-three to six) in one of three,conditions: (1). in a NAM Mini-Center
(by 'etaff), (2) in the children's homes (by parents), (5) in a day

care Center.. Pre-test data on achieVement and attitude were collected,

on 177'children. Attrition for various reasonresUlted in having
post-tests on only 70 subjects. 'Analysis revealed littiwvariation,-
in achievement and attitudes among the three conditions. Of, the 92

children:Who'attended the day-care center, 42 were randomly assigned
to-$AM.,and 50 served as a control group in an attempt to, assess the

effectiveness'of NAM. Pre- and post-test dhia were gathered, but at
the end of the experiment such data were available on on'.y 27 NAM and

25eontrol 'children. Results on these children indicated superiority
inJetter identification, word recognition, word identification,
141rions".phonics msasuresaand sight vocabulary for the NAM, group. TO,
group,had a different teacher, owever. Powers paints out though that:

there.was little actual instruc on in the dayeare center activities.
No attitude changes were diacernable in any of the analyses. Any
COnclusions as to the officiacy of the. NAZI must certainly be viewed

with extreme caution because of small sample hizes and the difficult
.experimental conditions which resulted in the loos of large numbers
of subjects.,



CE, E.H. Haw thirty-seven gifted child en learned to read. Tha

ng Tetiacher, 1976, 30, 44-48.

Price used a parental quasEionnaire to examine the preschool experi-
ences of 37 fourth, fifth 'and ,sixth gifted graders in an exceptional
child .programme at one American school. Twentp4ight of the children
were early readers, and all but one were reading shortly after enter-
ing grade one. The relativevipercentages of early rdtdere who learned
to read incidentally verdds being taught eystematically cannot be
determined exactly because of the manner in which data 'are'reported.
Howiver, it can be said that the majority of these early readers
learned to read incidentally. Also almost every early reader was
regularly read to at home. Price also examined the ages at which
the 37 children first walked and spoke, the methods used -to teach
them in school, the size of their families, the position of the child
in the family and other anecdotal data on language and reading; haP-
ever, further specific conclusions about carry readers cannot be
made because of,the way the results are presented.

ROBERTS, H.E. Dbn't teach them to read.- glamantary Ehiglish 1970,
47, 638 -640.

berteretommends teaching reading in formal and informal ways to
Bia0eAmerican children as soon as the child is ready.- He maintains
that the.reschool years would be optimum years for most of these
children,. He outlines a proposed program for doing, so, which is
essentially a language-experience approach which builds upon the
chilea Black American language and culture.

Tis time he should begin to read. Carnegie Corporation
;Quarterly, 1961, 9, 1-3.

In an
,editorial Rowan outlines the philosophy and method-of O.K.

Meore's:"responsive environment" talking typewriter project. Rowan
suggests that this study merits attention and may eventually lead
to the resolution of many problemp encountered in 'the teaching of
eading'in schools.

SARAWTO, T. Preschool reading in Japan. The Reading ,Teaoheri, 1975,
29, 240-244A

The author maintains that-most Japanese. children begin reading at
home at age four without any formal-readiness or redding inatruction.
He cites parents' willingness to participate with their children in
reading activities as the main reason for this aarly reading. He
eludes a discussion of the nature of the Hiragana and Kenji characters
and the extent of preschool'ehildren'e reading of them

SHELDON, W.D. Teaching the ,very young to read. Thi Reading Teacher
1962, 16, 163-169.

Sheldon reviews the or research and practice in early reading and
concludes that while it'is.obvioue that young children can learn to

44
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read, the evidence about long-term effects and desirability of early

tiaching of reading is inconclusive. He recommends that anj reading

instruction available in the kindergarten should be informal and

that reading per se should not be introduced into the kindergarten

curriculum.

.S--LDQN, W.D. Should the very young be taught to read? N A :0-

1963, 5Z. 20-2iy

4peldon.maintains that not enough is known about ,the effects of

teaching reading to.preschool children to ensure-that undesirable
phYsilealer-emetional-effetts will'not result. Basically he reComMr--

-ends 'allowinea four- or five -year -old to read only whee he demands
.__elehanceteleare (p'.:M_betnot deliberaterree;tinvepfermal'
SysteMatic-instrUction in reading-for preschool- --children.

SILBERBERG, Hyperlexia: Specific word re-

cognition ski-

41-42.

n young children. Exception Children, 1967,

The authors describe cases of hyperlexia where word recognition skil
are-far-in advance !of- and_thus illeemingly_not=tiecLto..general_vorbal_

functioning. They mention that some of these children, develop their
word recognition sills at preschool age. They suggest'that there is
little known about this phenomenori, and that the area is one which

needs research.

RIM*, G. Teaching till you're ready.

and Early Educes 1976,

This article is esentially a rave on the -New Approadh Method of
Pre-Reading and Beading Program (NAM) written by one-of the authors

of NAM. The con ention is that preschoolers should be taught to read
when they are re-dy, not when adults are ready to teach them. Simms

Gaye that about thousand children have.been through the NAM pro-
gram and claims that all have learned to read in the preschool years.
The only descrip!ion of the program is that it is a series of games
and funeactivitiA which are recorded by .the,parent.' The child'
plae the recording anduectually plays himself to the skill" (p.9).
Nd:other'infor 'Um about the program or the children who have been
taught it is p fvided.

SIMMS, G. & SIMM81, P. Tho Nab Approach Method. Trenton, New Jersey:

NAM Child Development Center, 1970, ERIC Document pp 106 810.

This publication ie2 guide for implementing the New Appteath Method,

a program for teaching preschool children to rend. The program it-
self is a series of 84 gatelike lessons which rely heavily on phonics.
The idea of the program is. that the child's learning partner, (teacher,

parent,,etc.) tapes each of the lessons, which the child then works

5



through on his/her own. prereadingakills sTich as colour recognition,
spatial relations, shapes, -and cardinal. and ordinal number concepts
arecovered within the first 36 lessons. The remaining lesaons focus
on-"reading -skills": identification and printing of letters;con'
sonant and vowel sounds, word and eight wordrecognition.
See Powers (1973) for an evaluation of this program.

SIPAY, H.R. The effect of prenatal instruction on reading achievement
tementary Englieh, 1965, 42, 431-432.

Sipay describes atvelve-Year longitudinal experiment with 14.42emolhe
in their fourth month of pregnancy who were divided into three
matched groups. One group gave their unborn children basalreadir
7instrUCtiOn,'-:one phonies'instrUction-ohly And-the-fital-gro4P-repeitT
nonsense syllables. Lessons were placed on tapes and transmitted; to
the unborn by a specially designed fetoscope. After the children'.
were six years old and in,first grade, they-were given standardized
reading tests each yi'ar_from grade one throtigh grade six. Thechildrq
who had prenatal instruction in' reading did significantly betier,on
the tests than those who did not. The author's conclusion; '?'14

celeritir ne credas amnia quae legal?. (Translation: DOn't betoe!.4
quick to believe everything you read. Moral: Perhaps we had better.'.
cast a critical eye at research, inearlyreading ( or any aspedt
reading) and attempt to find'eut just what ie substantiated by
careful6theoretically sound investigations into-the topic).

SMETHURST, W. Teabhing young chT1dien to at horns. New York:-
McGraw.Hill, 1975.:

Smethurst blend he scholarly and the chatty in his book 'intended'
"for parents whare cansidering teaching their children to readl'ind
who want to find out more about it" (p.5). He devotes a chapter.to.,
discussing the history of teaching young children to read let hoWand;
one to reviewing American research conducted on early readers who-are'

tinsructed outside schools. Smethurot's conclusionk/Ahout presdhe'
reading are that youngchildren can be taught to read at home,13Y;f
parents and that ouch teaching is more likely to,be helpful than,to ;
result in harmful effects,. He recommends that parents attemptinCto',
teach young children to'read at home should ensure that the teaChing:
involves no pressure or 'pushine"of any sort. He also maintaide
that the motivation for teaching

not
child to read ehould.be the,

_I
interest shown by both parties, not the feelin that darly'reading
will provide some later academic adae5501_ If it (teaching, the
child to read) is not fun (for both you and your child)I'You-dhoulin
do it" (p.8). Smethurst outlines three general "pathe".to,eakly
readingthe informal, the direct teaching/code emphosia,' and Alm
direetteachinghlemangemphasis.andpreserasacomaecotep h -
tep description of his recommended program for,teaching children

read at home, a program which is a systematic,,dirtict,ieao4inecoda
emphasis approach. Also included in the book' are,a bUyer'sguide'to.
material:: for home instruction in reading an4.i.reading,tn04 .for'

;

parent teachers.
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TH N.B. Early reading: Viewpoints. -' dhcad A'ducation, 1965,

42, 229232 241.

-Smith makes a distinction between teaching nie-grade one children to
read and allowing those children who are ready/want to, the oppor-

tunity to learn to read. She maintains that the global decision to
teach young children to read4results from an'over-simplified concept
of che reading process and total disregard for individual differences.

She cites research evidence to support'her position that ,he early
teaching of reading does not necessarily result in higher aChievement.

However, she fully supports and provides researckevidence which
supports allowing young children to read if they are ready.

ERG% IL-T-Reading in early ohi dhccd:-A-linguteticatudy,of
Swedish preschool gradual acquisition of reading ability.

Stockholm: Almqviet and Wiksell, 1971.

S&lcrbergh bases her "linguistic study of a pieschool child's gradual
acquisition of reading ability". on the premise-that a child can learn
to read at the same age and in the same way that he/she learns to

speak. She details how, from September 1965 to December 1966, she
taught her daughter aged 2v4 (1965) to read based on this prepiee.

The method St5derbergh-uned Was enbeetially-that-eepousedby:Doman
.(1964). She found that in one year and two months her daughter had
"broken the code" of:written language on her own. During the four-

teen months of the experiment she took detailed notes on her

daughter's strategies for accomplishing this task, and the results

are presented in-this voluie.

S5derbergh suggests that between the ages of two and four the child
"may have an extraordinary capacity for absorbing and analysing
language, a capacity that Makes breaking of the code a natural and

easy thing" (p. 1'21). .Recognizing that her results are at odds with
Chall's findings that a code emphasis approach to teaching reading
in school was Superior to a meaning emphasis approach (like Doman's),

Werbergb prMposes that, the older the learner, the more he/she may
favour e code emphasis approach; the'younger the learner, the more

he /she may be able to discover the code him/herself..

SODERBERCU, R.. Reading and stages of language acquisition. Paper

presented at the 1Xth International Congress of Anthropological
and Ethnological Sciences, Chicago, Spetember 1973.

In this paper Siiderbergh,argues that yodng children learn spoken
language simply by being exposed to it and that children can, learn

to read in a olinilar fashion if the.reading material presented

follows roughly the cadges by which children-normally-eggnira spoken

language. She emphasizes two characteristice of these stages..
First, there in a development in nentence length: children begin by

using a single word which has the function of a sentence, move to
two-word sentences and then to three-word sentences.. Also, the

words used initially are concrete nuhntantiven, verbs denoting'
visible actions, or deictice (thin, there, etc.). Gradually, deter-

miners, adjectives, plural endings, etc. appear.
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Sdderbergh describes Doman 944) method for teaching young child-
ren to readAtadmaietains that it is well-suited to the idea of the
child's learning to read as he /she learned to speak if the steps
which Doman outlines are matchecrto the child's developing stages of
language acquisition. She notes that if a Child has already reached
a more mature linguistic stage when instruction. is begun, the se-
quence should still be followed but that it should be moved through
more rapidly and words:should be combined into sentences as quickly
as poseible. Saderbeigh emphasizes that no matter what material is
presented to the child, it must be meaningful; it must "tell the child
something" (p.16) and be related to his/her experiential-cultural-
background.

rning:to:-read-betweem-Fw07end:T v 1 te

on normal hearing and deaf-children. Georgetown Unive_rarity Pape
on Languages and Linguiaticc, 1976, Number 13, 35-57.

Soderbergh reports the results of the case studies of the progrest
10'preschool children (3 normal hearing, 5 severely hearing imparedj
2 totally deaf) in learning,to read Swedish atliome. Included amon'''
the cape studies is that of the author's daughter, reported in more
detail in Sdderbergh (1971). The ether two, normal hearing childrenf
were taught to read using mati#416-S8derbeighdbeettnefid_ai a
of her experiences with her daUghter. The hearing impaired and des
children were taught initially with these materials, but techniques
were seen modified to suit the children better The materials c ns
of 208 reeding cards (with accompanying instructions) based on
principles outlined by Doman (1964) and Oderbergh (1973). The
author summarizes details on the 'reading development of the childrenr
under the following headings: (1) Reading Single Words, (2) ReadinE
Sentences and (3) Reading Steries,'

0

SoDERBERGH, R. Learning to read: Breaking the code or acquirin
functional literacy. Georgetown ativer ty Paper on kanguag
Linguistics, 1976, Number 13, 16-34.

Using reading diaria kept for 10 pre:lichee' childreni_n her ger'
case studies (Sdderbergh, 1971, 1976a), SOderbergh attempto to d
out evidence to support her contention that it is poolsible for a filet

to acquire a "functioning written language" of hie/her own in th
same way and at the name age that he/she acquires (*liken languag
even though the child may not recognize the relationl (phoneme-g.aeh,
correspondences) between the spoken and the written.fShe,cites 1

tails of cases in which children taught with a wholeword/Doman-tYpe
approach that followed her conception of the stages by which chi"dra
acquire spoken language (Sdderbergh, 1973), learned to read wordy
And_ientences and -later "cracked the code" by themeelvea.--She-ergjaue
that the hearths impaired and deaf children in her studies went through
a similar process when allowed to learn to ready by Ehie method.



SOUTilGATE V. Early reading. In J.H. Norris (ed.) The first Ft

Yesterday, today and tomorrow. London: Wird Lock Educational,

1972. Pp.24-35.

In a reasoned and reasonable manner Southgate makes a case for

early reading. She first outlines twelvearguments against early

reading: eight of which maintain that young children cannot leans,

to 'read and four which show why they should not. Southgate responds

to eight 'can not's' sho4ng that children can. Her replies to the

'should not's' are also set out, and Southgate concludes that if

children want to learn to read, are interested and can do so, then-

they should be allowed to read.

S --NBERG' D.D. 4 STEINBERG, H.T. Reading be fo7 a speaking.

Language;-- 1975, 9.-197224.

U

The authors report on their teaching a young child (male) to read

silently before reading aloud, thus working on the assumption that
speech production is not a necessary or desirable basis for teaching

reading. The teaching programme, consisting of (1) alphabet
'familiarization. (2) alphabet. identification, (3) word, phrase, and

sentence identification and (4) text reading, wan begun when the child

(K)_was_6months of age and was_terminated
-four

years later. Details

of the programme are as follows: AlphabetfamiliartiaTiTon (begun at age

six months) - The purpose of this phase was to familiarize the

child with the shape of the letter. No attempt was made to teach '

the 'eounds'.
Alphabet identification (begun at age 8 months) - The purpose here

was to get the child discriminating letters isually. The authors

should have K point to the appropriate lette when the asked, for

example, "Where is V7"
Word, ,phrase and sentence identification (begun at age 10 months) -
If K could understand the meaning of a word, phrase or sentence
spoken to him, he was considered ready to learn its orthographic re-

presentation. The authors would, for example, present the written
sentence "Where is the car?" or "Shall we go bye-bye?" and K would

point, to the appropriate object or rush to the door. K never'said

the sentences'; the objective was always to establish a direct connec-

tion between print and meaning.
Text Reading (begUn at age 33 mond)) - For this phase K read various

types of books. To introduce a new book, the authors would generally
read the entire text aloud to K, commenting on and asking questions

about it. After that various types of support ware provided as K

attempted to read it aloud.

Various touting wan conducted during the experim nt. At age 3I yearn

K read abort eentencou fluently, and by 8 his comprehension level was

approximately lgrade 6 or 7 and his speed and accuracy grade 11, The

authors present a wide range of data on Wu development. They also

examine critically Domingo (1964) notions of teaching early reading

in light of their findings. To establish the generalizability Of th

approach the nuthoru report results on its application to a mongoloid
child who experienced "nignificant succeed" in reading, being able t

d 48 wordy; and 5 phrases and sentences. Steinberg and Steinberg
conclude that "most current notions' on reading readineali and on the
role of apeech production in teaching methodology require reconsiders

(p.197) .
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TEVENS. C.L. 6 ORE , R.C. The case for e _

Warren H. Green, Inc., 1968.

This book is asentially a rationale for preschool ditg. The
authors argue that early childhood is a critieel period for isntellocF
ual growth, especially for learning language. They extend this

argument ie like fashion to include learning to read. They point out
that reading and speaking are the same processes; it is just that
they are conducted in different media. Reading, for them, is basic-
ally a matter of perception: children need perceptual stimulation
at the proper time of life to imprint on the brain the complex forma
of graphic language. teaching reading, then, 1.841 matter of having
parents and others capitalize upon these sensitive periods by
providing large print eight words repeated in a meaningful way (with
-an--obvious- relation = between the word and object n.ame4)i -----------77

SUTTON, H. H. Listen to the little ones. Elementary School Journal
1964,. 64, 297-300.

In this article Sutton argues for teaching reading in kindergarten to
those children who are ready and interested. She maintains that the
way to proceed in teaching reading in kindergarten is to provide books

-----ericrether-feadi---Mitertili-468-Iee-thrSie-ehildren Who wi1 work
from there.

s- H. Readiness for reading -at the kindergarten level. The
Reading,pachar, 196407, 234-240.

A screening of 134 kindergarten children on visual and auditory per-
ception abilities indicated that, on those dimensions, 132 of them
were ready to read. Therefore, the author implemented "informal".
reading instruction in the kindergarten' whereby if a child sought
instruction, he/she received 10-15 minutes per day. During the
school year 46 of the children equally began reading. The follow-
ing data were collected on these 46 early readers: (a) Socio-economic
status - The only pattern to develop was a lack of a pattern, i.e.
there was a wide range of SRS in their backgrounds.
(b) Family background - Also characterized by variety. There was,
however, a tendency for more early readers to be in the habit of
asking questions aboUt words, etc. and slightly more reading children
had adults reading to them regularly.
(c) Readers' characteristics - The readers were classed by parents
as being more conecientiouu and more able to concentrate.

SUTTON, . I,

-Tha Readi-

The study is
question, 'Do les differencee fdund in the kindergarten year perm
In grade one ?: Of the kindergarten readers 25 ware put in 4
'high level homogeneous" group in grade one and 21 in various 'hetero-
geneous' groups. There readers in the high level homogeneous group

t grade
aohers

n who learned to r d in kinder
192-196.

ollownup ua Sutton (1964b). It add the

n.
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made good gains in semester one; those in heterogeneous groups did
not. In semester two the gains were about the same. Thus, at the

end of the year the reading echievement of kindergarten readers in

Abe high level homogeneous group was significantly higher.' Interest-
ing was the fact that kindergarten non- readers who were pieced in

the high level heterogeneous group did better on average and range
of achievement than the kindergarten readers who were placed in7,th

hetergeneous group. Sutton does not go into det*U on how much.
adjustment/individualization was provided for kindergarten me
in the heterogeneous classes, but one must assume that therl

surdlittle. Sutton makes no statement but these finding s

presage Durkin's (1974) conclusions that if theachool
ildjust and provide appropriate instruction for eerly
Seine will not be maintained.

M.L. Children who learned to read in kinder
y. Ihe Beadin- Teacher, 1969 22, 595 -602, 6

This study also follows up the 461kindergert readers ofthe author
1964 study. It reviews the resulti of the kindergarten and first .

grade achievement of the Children presented in Sutton (19641) 1965)

and reports on their progress in grades two and three 6 early

-readers-maintelned-lia-eontinuing-and-inerealing-advantas --their
. fellow students throughout the first three grades, 'but Su ton does

not report whether these advantaged were statistically ei.g ificant or

not. Sutton also reports parents' reactions to the:early reading pro-

AM and gives brief summerien of oome of the e riy:reeder learning

tterne.

n: A longitudinal

TEALS, W.R. Positive environmenta _o g to read: Wh

early readers tell us. Language Arte, 1978, 55, 922-93

The author reviews the literature on,early reading in order to arrive
at conclusions as to whet constituted positive 'environments for
learning to read, both in the home and at school. Tonle identifies
the following four factors as being repeatedly associated with the
envirnomente of early readere: (1) an availability and range of
printed materials, (2) reading is 'done' in the environment, (3) con-
tact with paper and pencil and (4) individual(e) in the environment
respond to what the child, trying to do. Each fectorie dieeueeed

in some detail. Also provided is 4 general description of a positive
environment for learning to reed.

TEA.E, W.R. & JEFFRIES. Early reading) 'A aelected annotated

bibliography. Mimeo, Trobe University, 1979.

_,-, _

The ;ors annotate the jor d about children rned to

read prior to receiving s hool truction in reading. The authors

compile the etudien under the following topics: (1) Comprehensive
Studien of Early Readers, (2) Theoretical and Pedagogical lemma in
Early Reodingf'(3) Empirical Issues in Early Reading, (4) Reviews of
Early Reading and (5) Bibliographies of Early Reading,

1



L.H. An exper
1918. 9-228.

education. .lo.

a chum study written by the father of early reader
her describes his method for teaching Martha to

ret he taught her the capital letters, than the small. The
s'plctuxe book were taught and then the vords were put on

cards so that gamma could be played with thrz and with the letters.
The father also created a primer for Martha using pictures, captions
and sentences. At 21 months Martha got the insight of the relation-
ship between print and meaning and gradually the pictures became less
important to her than the print. At 23 months Martha boon to ue-x-
perience the mental pleasure of reading" (p.225). She knew 200+ words
by sight at 24 montha and 700+ at 26 months. Throughout the
article both Turman and the father seem sainly to be interested in
the extent to which environment influence mental growth-ability.

MUM, L.H. Genati tidied of &mita. Stanford California: ford
University Press, Volume I. 1925; Volume 1926.

Volume

Ter=n identiflea 643 eubjecte who were "vcl1 within the top one per
cent of the school population" (p.19). The criterion for selection
into the study was primary intelligence, but Tatman also considered
school achievement, age/grade statue and teachers' ratings. lie

provides information on virtually every characteristic of the sub-
jects which could give insight into their genius (e.g. history,
social origin, family backgrou64, testing results). There is one
brief section on early reading In this volume. In it Terman repor
that 44.32 (133) of the boys surveyed and 46.42 (117) of the girls
surveyed learned to read before starting school. Parental responses
to the question of how these children learned to read revealed that
"in the large majority of cam only incidental Or casual assistance
is reported" (p.272). In 17 cases the child "taught himself" with-
out the knowledge of any member of the family. Many CA04 were cited
LA which parental help with reading was given "in response to urgent
aolicitatiom on the part of the child". (p.272).

Volume lit

TOrM,00 examines 301 of the most "eminent" men and woman in history in
an attempt to determine the de mental endowment' which
cheracterkeee individuals of genes in childhood and youth. The
method of the study is hiatoriome ry in which historical records ant
events from the subjects' childhood and youth are studied. Tamen
forums upon I.Q. to a greet degree. Individual case studies of the
301 subjects are presented, however, and it is within theme that

tRAEARGAA of early reading are dleousead&

es
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Thin AYE/ la 18 A 1 y of a diaerdvan
black American child from the urleaes South who was a
Torrey presents data on Jam's personal and raiding
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imall backaround and h t 4 ca4ing and

intal Uinta tests. There anecdotal description of

John's actual reading- behaviour iota situations. Torrey's

for concluaions fros the study are: (I) John appears to have

laarnad-to read by having Naked just the right questions in hie

own.mind obout.tha relation between 14Asuis4 and print and thus to

have bridged the gap between his own language end the printed form

(p.556). Therves-no conacioue effort on anyone's part to teach

John. (2) 'neither high verbal ability nor cultural adventage is

necessary to learn to read early. (3) The key to learning is

discovering how reacting, not sounds, arc represented in print.

John's phonic knowledge and hla.word attack Ocilla were strictly

pub-ordinate to the task of reading what it geld". (p.556).

-D.-

Educat

_Neu Zealand Co4Atll

Thia book is the diary which a toA cr /librarian rcpt of her dau, h

experience with reading and writing from early. 1948 (child's a

approximately two) to late 1950 (child' age approximately five). .

There are any Insightful cements on the connection between a child's

life and books - why book X works at Y tins' OW nor. Also moin7
deacriptiona/evaluationa of children's bOka are included. This

book .0 yr itton by a- sother-who Acnowlidgimbli --abauc-Littratura-

and writing and is in touch with her child.

SO ol.nta on early reading which a

(4) child enjoyed rho repetition
Looue ones and round contort in the
story" even when he was capable of

things. (b) In the younger years I
'known thinge in the books.

, P. & aL4

gifted pupil.

repeated throughout the book:
in stories such as thg-Hther
simple patterns of s fealliar
ollowing more complicated
was important that there be

004Ot of an exceptions
957, 34, 219-217.

The authors report on the family ha ground, physical status, in-

telligence, personality and achievement of a tour - year -old boy whose

reading vocabulary end comprohenaion wore equal to that of 4 typical

fourth or fifth grader. They found that achievement in reading

extraordinary". The child read books and magatinea and basal
readers designed for fifth and sixth grades, He could also read

Hobrov. Witty andliluaenthel feel the ability casino accounted

for solely in ccvas of good environment and say, "One is at a loss to

explain its origin" (p 17).
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thaajlva.a. go tvina iaarnt to rood at

by asking usations aad.hoving their quoit
parent." (p.107).,, Information about achoo
and *meld adjust eat of the twins I* also

the ass of thre
ono anwalred by their
44p4ri444p boom interests

included,

CO

4 04X1441 stepsz--(1)-phetograph of Lh4-
natural fatting, (2) driving of the oyabch to tus nit.)
(3) drawing of the eyeshot is its immediate eetting (A

-insist-ion' (5) symbol in sentence Context sad (6) a
context. The inventory %cot* administered to $2 foUr-y
five-year-old* and 71 alx-year-olds who had not recolved fot*al
reading instruction. Reaulto ahoy that 17 children recognised all

tka erethole through the *is strip 109 recognised some symbols
through various atapa and 103 'did not recognise any ayabola. Each

azd-tta-pattarncof varapowairfeT------
the total populationdemonotrated a progressive dieparsion over the
six-atop sequence. Thud, Yliato conclude, that the reading precasts
occura In 4 otap-by Ecp process-involving the hild'a interacting
with the enviconmen

o proposaa that Sm 1earnizs g to road your children
Aquantial atapa, tr on passive awareness to indeponden

sveeatory of 25 word emboli', ouch 44 road ai
al packat labee.ls. V44 constructed. Each item was arrange0
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e following annotations were obtained to late to be included in he

main body of this.bibliographi-r-:"

':-.--BETTELHE/M1, B.-, The-danger-of > teach ng your baby to ead.-

trOUrita i, 1966, 83, 38 -40.

, This article in the form of a dialogue between Bettelheim and

about ten,mo hers. Bettelheim argues that teaching young child-

ren to read may .result in the child's becoming isolated from par -

ents and peers rather than, socialized. He maintains that the

kindergarten cannot have both a eocialiZation and an academic

program and that the former is' preferable.-

In-many-senses-BettelheiM-takes_ a-narrowview_of±early_reading

saying thatit is-just-a skill and that what 'is really important

issthinking. He objecte to teaching just a skill. He also pointa-

out that some parenta teach their children to read merely to'

satisfy their own vanity rather than considering what-is best for

the child.

, STEVENS, G.L. & QREN, R: G. You can teach your baby

'Ladies Home Jour, a1, 1963, 110, 62-63; 124-126.

Thislarticle is essentially A cut -down ..rersiori of Doman a How To

Teach Your Baby to Read. The authOrs outline the rationale, mater-

ials and method for teachiftg children who are around two years old

to-read. The following steps are advocated for the procese, and

they are explained in the article: (1) Visual Differentiation,

(2) Body-image Words, (3) Environmental Vocabulary, (4) Sentences,

(5) )-Reading a Book and (6),The Alphabet.



rason,- T. A proposed, investigation of, preschool biliteracy.,,-Fepe
preowned aV the, Fourth International Congress of Applied= Linguistics

-.- Stuttgart, Augnat-1975.

Andersson, T. Biliteracy
Journal pf the Li
54-62.

or the bilingual child!s'r ght'toiread. The.
Aeeociation of the SouthOes

dersson, T. The bil ual child's right to read; oi'gei
Papers on Zaneuagee and Number 12, 1976 (a

iversi y

eroson, T. Presc o 1 biliteracy.' Rassegna Italic Di Lingutetiaa
_

Applicata, 1976 203-213. . ._

Andersson, T. Apreschool biliteracy project.- Georgetown Univere-
Papers on Languages acid Linguistics, Number 13, 1976(c),'1 -7.

Andersson, T Preschool biliteracy:. Ristoiical back
1977, 60, 527-530.

ound. Hispania,

Ar ley, A.S. Reading in kindergarten. In M.A. Dawson -(ed.)

research results and good practice., 1966, 2, pt.2,.7,13.

-Dilaware: \Interhational Reading AasOciation.

-
a i, W. Children can _read in kindergarten.

120-122.

Beck, T.L. A longitudinal std of the reading achievement*
format reading. inetr4ction Qin the kinds 'ten: A mannaL
ormative evaluation. unpublished doctoral dissertation,

of Pittsburgh, 1973.

Combining
Newark;

nt, 1961,

feats

University

Beck, J. How to rart se a brighter child:
New York: Trident. Press, 1967.

Begg, J.A. E. Clay, M.M. A note on teaching A preschooler to reaa: Some
problems of evaluation. New. Zealoyuf Jowl of Educational Studies,
1968, 3, 171-174.

Bettelheim, B. The danger of-teaching your baby to read. Ladies
Joaal,. 1966, 83,,

Blanton, W.E. Preschool reading inotruction:. A literature search,
evaluation, and interpretation. Final report. Volume
Informotion for the administrator. Volume Information for the

teacher. Volume III: Information for the parent. ERIC Documents
ED 069 345, ED 069 346, ED 069 347, 1972.

e b;D:- Teach children to read -as they -1

mentary English, 1939, 16, 139 -141, 156.
0



itive development in early readers.

1973,-9, = 27149-280a.

t
Briggs, C. Elkind D. Characteristics of early. readers. Pero

and 143tor Skins, 1977, 44, 1231-12137.

Brown, H.W. A study of reading ability in' preschool children.
Unpublished master's thesis, Stanford 'UniVertiiiY 1924.

Brzeitiski0.J.E-. Beginning reading in Denver. The Reading Teaches
1964 (a) 16-21.

Brzetnski,,J.E.: Reading in the kindergarten. In W. Cat (Ad.)

Teaching-young children to read. Proceedings of a 'Conference,

November 14-16, 1962, Washington D.C. : U.S. GovernMent Printing

Office, 1964 (b) Pp.50-58.

Brzeinski, J.E. -Early-introduction to reading.---In-J.A.-y

Reading,and inquiry, Newark Delaware: International

Association 1965. Pp.443-446.

Brzeinskt, J.E. & Howard, W./ Eaily reading How,
ing Teacher, .1971, 11, ,239-242.

Callaway, .W.R. Early reading from a biological perspective. In L.O.

011ila At:Al. (eds.) Learning to read; reading to loam: Proceed-
ings from the Trani:mountain Par west Regtonai Reading Conference
(2nd). Victoria, British Columbia, 1973. 4.11-27.

Christian C. Preschool b4iterecy: Preschool literacy in

Hispania, 1977, 60, 5307532.

!Clark, At.H. Language and read A s udy of early reading.
Litham..(ed.) The road
Educational 1975.

Y

Books 3976.

ective reading. London: Ward Lock

on mama Educational
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181-183.
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Monographs 1.01,'-90 119-289 i

Doman, HOw. 9H:teach you babyto
New York: Random'House,'X964.
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